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The invention of the transistor and the concepts of digital circuit- and information
theory [Sha38; Sha48] have spurred a revolution, which has transformed the econ-
omy and changed our every-day’s life. This transformation has been backed by the
exponential increase in computing power, as described by Moore’s law. And as of
2021, more than half of the world’s population owns a mobile phone and has access
to the internet [Kem21]. With the advent of the internet, previously unthinkable
technologies have emerged such as artificial intelligence, cloud computing, on-
demand streaming, virtual reality, and block chains together with crypto currencies
[Nak08].
The rapid spread of these new technologies and digital devices, however, poses
significant problems. First, Moore’s law of always more is accompanied by an
ever stronger hunger for energy. The energy consumption of the information and
communication technology (ICT) sector is expected to make up one fifth of the
global energy need in 2030 [AE15; Jon18]. A prime example is given by the bitcoin
block chain, which already requires an amount of energy equaling the expenditure
of whole countries, such as Norway and Argentina [Rau+]. The culprit behind this
energy consumption is the heat dissipation due to Ohmic losses while storing and
transferring data. A quest for alternative technologies trying to circumvent Ohmic
loss has hence begun and the fields of spintronics [XAN16] and magnonics [ŽFD04;
KDG10; SCH10; CSH14; Kar+16] already offer a possible rescue. In both cases, the
spins of electrons instead of charge carriers are utilized for lossless information
processing. Magnonics, in particular, specializes on the collective excitations of
spins, so-called spin waves or magnons.
But the energy hunger alone is not ICT’s only problem. With huge amounts of
gathered and generated data, the complexity of problems increases and many of
them, so called NP-hard problems, scale non-polynomial with the size of input
data. These problems are beyond reach for classical computers but solving them
promises great progress in chemistry, drug discovery, secure communication, and
optimization algorithms. Here, quantum computing is believed to play the crucial
role [Pre18; Cao+19; Gis+02; All+14; Bia+17]. It harnesses quantum mechanical
features, such as superposition and entanglement for calculations, empowering
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quantum algorithms, e.g., Shor’s prime factorization [Sho97] and Grover’s search
algorithm [Gro96], which can crack NP problems in reasonable time. A promising
physical realization of quantum bits (qubits) are superconducting circuits [Kra+19].
Their quantum behavior can be engineered via controllable circuit parameters and
the quantum state of the system is encoded in electromagnetic modes. This allows
for a read out of the quantum state by probing an LC resonator with photons
in the GHz regime [Bla+04]. In 2019, the Google group, for instance, already
demonstrated quantum supremacy (an exponentially faster calculation than any
classical computer) for a specific problem solved with 50 superconducting qubits
[Aru+19], illustrating the progress in this field.
Now considering both described challenges together, one can easily imagine the
need for a hybridization of the different fields to develop energy efficient yet
powerful computational devices. However, information is encoded into different
physical realizations, magnetic spins versus microwave photons, which raises the
question: How can we transfer information between these two? The cavity-magnon
polariton (CMP) [Hue+13; Zha+14; Tab+15; HH18] gives a possible answer. The
CMP is the quasi particle of a coupled system consisting of an LC resonator (cavity)
and a magnetic material (magnon). Due to its electromagnetic coupling [Bai+15],
photon excitations can be transferred to spin excitations and vice versa. This ability
casts the CMP as an ideal candidate for so-called "hybrid magnonics" [Li+20;
Lac+19], see Fig. 1.1. First publications have already demonstrated the coupling
of magnons to a superconducting qubit [Tab+16; Lac+17; Pfi19; Lac+20], with the
qubit acting as a sensor for single magnons, for example. Moreover, theoretical
proposals exist for an encoding of quantum states in magnons [EBB20; RZ69].
A possible way would be through a shared anharmonicity via the coupling to
a superconducting qubit, similar to the research on superconducting resonators
[Hof+08]. Additionally, the CMP also allows for a radiofrequncy to light conversion
[His+16; Zha+16; Osa+16; Hai+16] opening ways to information transfer based on
visible light and hence offering a route to a quantum internet [Kim08].
However, the CMP has by far not yet reached a competitive level for computa-
tional tasks compared to superconducting qubits. For the CMP to live up to the
expectations as the interface for hybrid systems, a specific control of its funda-
mental properties is imperative. Data in the form of physical states need to be
manipulated at will and stored sufficiently long. Translating this request into the
language of a coupled system of oscillators implies controlling the following CMP
properties: coupling strength, eigenmodes, and decay rates. Demonstrating such
control options and their effects is the topic of this work.
The coupling strength defines the rate of energy exchange and hence controlling


















Figure 1.1: The cavity magnon polariton (CMP) as a possible interface between different future
information technologies. Colors of the circle represent the several physical implementations
of information processing technologies. Red highlights quantum computing, brown represents
information in the form of radio frequency photons as stored in a cavity, blue devices are based
on magnons and yellow stands for optical technologies. Due to its light-matter combination, the
CMP can couple via the cavity part to superconducting qubits and then transfer the information to
either spintronic and magnonic devices or convert radio frequency photons into the optical regime,
which may be useful for a quantum internet. Another possibility is given by a shared anharmonicity
between superconducting qubits and magnons allowing for magnon qubit states.
the coupling strength is fixed by the geometric design [Zha+14; Flo+19] and leads
to the typical mode repulsion. However, adding dissipation to the coupling process
[WH20] changes the picture. The two eigenmodes do not repel but attract each other
[Har+18; PMS19; Yao+19b; Bho+19]. Again, a dissipative coupling can be achieved
by a specific geometric design of the CMP. Such a design constraint prevents an
easy switching between the two regimes. Yet, we will see in this work that based
on the proposal of Ref. [GSX18] coherent microwave tones can be employed to not
only control the amount of the repulsive coupling strength but also to generate
level attraction during the experiment [Bov+20; Bov+19].
For computational tasks a fast change between the different states of the physical
system is necessary. Despite this need, the CMP has mostly been probed by a
continuous drive tone only yielding the steady-state response. And in the few
pulsed experiments[Zha+14; Zha+15; Mat+19] only the cavity has been excited.
Such a pulse scheme, however cannot switch between the different modes of the
CMP. In this work, we also demonstrate that a fast manipulation is possible with a
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second short but coherent drive pulse to the magnon system, which enables us to
exert control over the CMP modes [Wol+20].
Progress on the manipulation of different states is only one necessary part towards
CMP based information processing. Another crucial goal is a sufficiently long
storage of information. Here, the decay rate, or rather its inverse, the life- (and
coherence) time of any system, is a measure of how long (quantum) information is
preserved. Superconducting qubits show coherence times of several 100 µs [Pla+20].
The longest life time of a spin wave, however, is only on the order of few µs
[SLL61]. It is evident that the magnon life time has to be improved to keep up
with superconducting qubits and to build a useful connection between the two
of them. Improving the life time requires a fundamental understanding of the
loss-mechanisms in the system, but little is known about these mechanisms at
mK temperatures, the required environment for superconducting qubits. A few
experiments have indicated the influence of two-level systems (TLS) [Tab+14;
Pfi+19; Kos+19]. Inspired by the TLS research on superconducting resonators
[Gao+07; Bur+14], we perform a frequency noise spectroscopy of the magnon
resonance, i.e., tracking frequency fluctuations over time, to gain new insights
about loss mechanisms.
This thesis is structured as follows: After a brief overview of the physical back-
ground for the CMP in Ch. 2 and how to access it with microwave tones (Ch. 3),
we will tackle the three points presented above: In Ch. 4, we will discuss the
CMP driven with a second continuous but phase-coherent microwave tone directly
applied to the magnon system. The underlying theory will be presented with a
focus on the control of the coupling strength by the external parameters of the
drive tones. Its experimental demonstration is given in Refs. [Bov+20; Bov+19]. The
two-tone experiment is taken one step further in Ch. 5. Employing a time-domain
setup, adapted from qubit experiments, we manipulate the different states of the
CMP with short pulses in the nanosecond regime and seize control over state
superposition and total energy in the system [Wol+20]. The magnon coherence
is addressed in Ch. 6, where frequency noise is measured and subsequently in-
vestigated with time series analysis. At last, Ch. 7 summarizes and concludes this
work.
4
2 The Cavity Magnon Polariton
(CMP)
The cavity magnon polariton (CMP) is a quasi-particle arising from the hybridiza-
tion of photon and magnon. The photonic part originates from cavity excitations
and the magnonic part represents spin wave excitations in magnetic materials. To
understand the physics behind the CMP, we will first focus on the two uncoupled
systems, i.e., microwave resonator and ferromagnetic resonance. And then study
three different models that elucidate the coupling mechanism of these systems
and give rise to the CMP. After having understood the coupling process, we will
discuss different coupling regimes in general. All regimes exhibit distinct physical
behaviors, which may be interesting for future information processing; foremost the
coherent energy exchange in the strong coupling regime, where the experiments
are based upon in Ch. 4 and 5. At last, we will come back to the magnetic part only,
and examine the coherence properties of spin waves in YIG more closely, which
will be built upon in Ch. 6.
2.1 Microwave Resonators and Cavities
The first part of creating a CMP requires, as the name suggests, a cavity; or more
generally a microwave resonator (see Fig. 2.1a), representing the photonic part. In
a cavity, the electromagnetic fields are confined and hence standing waves emerge
at specific fixed frequencies ωc. The behavior of a microwave resonator [Poz12] is
governed by the well-known RLC model, Fig. 2.1b, which is also essential for the
electromagnetic coupling model [Bai+15] in Sec. 2.3.2. Using the current density j










R denotes the cavity’s resistance, L its inductance and C its capacitance. The
cavity is connected to the environment and driven by a microwave field, which is
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Figure 2.1: Cavity microwave resonator. Panel a shows a sketch of a rectangular microwave cavity
with its first two resonating modes. Grey lines represent the voltage distribution along the surface
with the long edge of the cavity. b RLC circuit as representation for a driven microwave cavity.
represented by its amplitude V(t). A solution of the left hand part of Eq. (2.1) is
of course a sinusoidal oscillation of the cavity current with resonance frequency
ωc =
√
ω20 − β̃2, including the natural frequency ω0 = 1/
√
LC and β̃ = R/(2L).
The resistance leads to energy loss and hence broadens the resonance linewidth,
which is a measure for the lifetime of the excitation. Achieving a narrow linewidth
is crucial for future information processing applications. In Sec. 3.1, we will study
the linewidth in more detail and see how we can extract the important physical
quantities of a resonating system from the response to a continuous drive field.
2.2 Ferromagnetic Resonance, Spin Waves and
Magnons
We now switch to the second oscillating system in the CMP: the magnonic part, i.e.,
the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [Kit48]. This resonance arises from a collective
oscillation of electron spins in a ferromagnetic material 1 and is also called spin
wave or magnon as the associated quasi-particle. We will mainly discuss magnons
in the language of quantum mechanics following Refs. [Tab+16; Kus19] and shortly
from a classically viewpoint, to prepare for the discussion of different coupling
models in the next section.
1 Magnetic resonances also exist in antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials, with Yttrium-Iron-
Garnet (YIG) being the most prominent example.
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Excitation
Ground State Excited State
J
Figure 2.2: Spin wave representation in the Heisenberg model. Due to the exchange interaction J
the spins’ magnetic moments are aligned parallel in the ground state. However the first excited state
does not consist of a single flipped state but of a spin wave. The z-component is aligned along the
external field, whereas the xy components of the spin precess. For a better visualization, a higher
order magnon modes is shown here, i.e., the spins do not precess uniformly.
Quantum Description
To understand magnons, let us first consider a one-dimensional chain of spin 1/2
particles with their corresponding magnetic moments, i.e., three dimensional vec-
tors in space, see Fig. 2.2. For the ferromagnetic case, an interaction between nearest
neighbors exists that aligns the z-component of all spins in parallel and hence sets
the ground state. Now, one may assume that the first exited state corresponds to
one single flipped spin. However, this is not the case. The energy cost of flipping
a single spin is too high. A more energetically favorable state can be achieved by
spreading the equivalent excitation of a single spin over the whole range of the
spin chain in the form of a spin wave. We can confirm this statement by looking at





Si · Sj − gµB ∑
i
H · Si, (2.2)
with J as the exchange energy, S as the spin operator at lattice sites i, j, where the
sum only considers nearest neighbors, H as the external magnetic field, and g, µB
as Landé factor and Bohr magneton. Employing the spin-raising and spin-lowering
























The last term shows that a single flipped spin cannot be an eigenstate of this
Hamiltonian. The spin operators flip this spin and the neighboring spins as well.
Hence, a spin flip propagates through the entire chain, resulting in a spin wave.
Working with spin operators can be cumbersome. The Holstein Primakoff Trans-
formation (HPT) [HP40], however, provides a means to map spin operators to the
7
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bosonic creation and annihilation operators m, m† and we can describe spin waves
in the occupation number representation (second quantization). The transformation





















Sz = h̄(s−m†m). (2.6)
One can see that the raising and lowering operators are associated with the annihi-
lation and creation operators respectively - in first order. The spin number s for
spin waves is high, which justifies this first order approximation in Eq. (2.4),(2.5).
Together with the Fourier transformation of the bosonic ladder operators Eq. (2.3)




This is the Hamiltonian of a (quantum) harmonic oscillator with resonance fre-
quency ωk. It simply follows from the above approximation. In the long wave
length limit (small wave vector k, compared to lattice constant a0) one finds a
quadratic dispersion relation with respect to k:
h̄ω = 2sJa20|k|2 + gµBBz (2.8)
A special role plays the k = 0 mode, the so-called Kittel mode, where all spins
precess in phase and which is the only employed mode in this work. According
to Eq. (2.8), the eigenfrequency of the Kittel mode follows a linear dispersion
with respect to the external applied field, often abbreviated to ω = γB, with
γ/2π = gµB/h = 28 GHz/T, allowing one to tune the FMR resonance frequency.
For the sake of completeness, it is mentioned that the finite sample geometry and
hence its boundary conditions with the driving electromagnetic field play a more
dominant role than the k2-term in Eq. (2.8) [Tab+16]. Considering these conditions
for a spherical geometry, Walker calculated the eigenfrequencies and the spin wave
geometry for so-called higher order modes, magnetostatic modes or Walker modes
[Wal57; Wal58]. Instead of spheres one could also use thin films of magnonic
materials, often called magnonic wave guides. In these cases, one obtains still other
dispersion properties of the magnetostatic modes, depending on the directions of
wave vector and magnetic field [SCH10]. In this work, we focus on the uniform




Magnons can, of course, also be described classically. Especially for the uniform
mode, it is intuitive to consider all precessing spins as one macrospin with magne-
tization M in an effective magnetic field H. Its time-dependent behavior ("motion")










This equation states that the change in magnetization is perpendicular to the
macrospin and to the applied magnetic field. With a (sinusoidal) driving force per-
pendicular to the external magnetic field, a precessional motion of the macrospin
takes place. The second term describes the damping with Gilbert damping param-
eter α (see Sec. 2.5), which brings the system back to the "untilted" state. The LLG
is often solved [HH18] by splitting the magnetization (as well as the external field)
into a static component along the z-axis and a time-dependent component m(t)
(h(t)) in the xy-plane.
M = M0ẑ + meiωt, (2.10)
H = H0ẑ + heiωt, (2.11)
with angular drive frequency ω given by the external rf field h(t). One can then






with ωm = γM0. These equations play a key role in understanding the coupling
mechanism of the CMP from an electromagnetic viewpoint (Sec. 2.3.2) and again
show the analogy of the FMR to a driven harmonic oscillator.
2.3 Coupling Models
Over the last years, three different models have helped to unravel the behavior of
the CMP and its physical coupling mechanisms. A review is given in Ref. [HH18],
which is roughly followed in this section. The three coupling models are:
2 In case of a non-spherical sample geometry, one has to account for the specific geometry and use
elliptical fields.
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Figure 2.3: CMP modes and schematic depiction of the CMP coupling mechanism. Panel a shows
the coupled pendula representation of the different CMP modes, adapted from Ref.[Wol+20]. b
Explanation of the CMP coupling mechanism from an electromagnetic viewpoint: The cavity current
excites the spin waves in the magnonic medium via Ampère’s law. Then according to Faraday’s law
the changing magnetization of the magnons acts as a back action to the cavity inducing a voltage
drop [Bai+15].
• the simple picture of two coupled oscillators, which gives an intuitive un-
derstanding of the CMP behavior and will be drawn upon in Ch. 5 for
explanations of the CMP’s time evolution;
• an electrodynamic model, revealing the underlying coupling mechanisms,
and showing the origin of a phase correlation between the two subsystems,
• a quantum model describing the CMP in second quantization, practical for
hybrid quantum systems comprising qubits and magnons as well as for the
input-output formalism employed in Sec. 3.3.
In the following, due to its unique usefulness every model will be discussed in
more detail.
2.3.1 Coupled Oscillators
In the previous sections, the RLC resonator as well as the dynamics of the Kittel
mode were described by the equation of harmonic oscillators. The intuitive way
to model a coupling of these two systems can thus be similar to two coupled
10
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oscillator [Bai+15] ("mechanical pendula") with constant coupling strength g and








The complex resonance-frequencies for cavity and magnon, ω̃c and ω̃r, already
include the decay rates κc, κr, i.e., damping terms, ω̃c = ωc − iκc = ωc − iβωc and
ω̃r = ωr − iκr = ωr − iαωc. The above equation is also already simplified by the
rotating wave approximation (RWA), i.e., neglecting fast oscillating terms, making
the system linear in ω instead of quadratic. Since the right hand side of Eq. (2.13)
is zero, it is valid for the case of free evolution, i.e., coupling to the environment is
neglected. The coupled or driven case, however, can be easily modeled by replacing
the right hand side with a harmonic drive force of the form A = exp(iωt) for
the sub-system under driving. The big advantage of this simple picture is the
intuitive understanding of the CMP and the right predictions for the behavior
close to resonance. The eigenfrequencies of the coupled system are then given by





ω̃c + ω̃r ±
√
(ω̃r − ω̃c)2 + g2
)
. (2.14)
This equation already yields the characteristic avoided level crossing of the two
normal mode frequencies (for g > κc, κr see, Sec. 2.4).
From this picture, it is also clear that the eigenmodes correspond to in-phase and
anti-phase oscillation of the two sub-systems. Exciting only one system with a
short pulse leads to the beat mode, where energy is exchanged periodically (see
Fig. 2.3a). We can use Eq. (2.13) to calculate the field dependent mixing ratio of
the normal modes, i.e., the ratio of photon and magnon excitation with respect to














(ωr −ωc)2 + 4g2 and ∆ = ωr −ωc. Importantly, the linewidth evolu-
tion of the CMP follows this mixing ratio, i.e., if cavity and magnon system posses
different decay rates, they too hybridize.
Although the linewidth mixing is determined by the detuning, we can take inspi-
ration from the coupled pendula system and realize that the mode composition of
the CMP can be changed by simultaneous pulsed drive tones. This topic will be
discussed and demonstrated experimentally in Ch. 5.
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2.3.2 Electrodynamic Model - Origin of Phase Correlation
The coupled oscillator models predicts the behavior of the CMP well. However,
it does not explain the physical origin of the coupling mechanism. This origin
is revealed by the electrodynamic model, which has been developed by Bai et al.
[Bai+15]. Considering the differential equation for an RLC circuit (Eq. 2.1) as well
as the LLG (Eq. 2.9), we can use Maxwell’s laws to connect these two equations.
In essence, the oscillating voltage in the cavity produces a current j generating
a magnetic rf-field according to Ampère’s law. This rf-field then drives the spin
waves (magnon) of the magnetic material. Now due to Faraday’s induction law, the
changing magnetization m of the magnon produces an electric field, which drives
the cavity in return. Thus, we have a closed cycle between the two subsystems
and can see how they are coupled. Figure 2.3b visualizes the coupling mechanism.
Merging the just enumerated equations together, we find the following coupled
systems of equations:(
ω2 −ω2c + 2iβωcω iω2Kc






with coupling constants Km and Kc. Moreover these equations give rise to a phase
correlation between the actual physical quantities, cavity current j and magnon
magnetization m. This phase correlation is similar to the intuitive picture of the
coupled oscillators with the in-phase and anti-phase eigenmode. Again, applying
the RWA simplifies Eq. (2.16) to Eq. (2.13), emphasizing the similarity of the two
models.
2.3.3 Quantum Model
According to Sec. 2.2, we can treat the spin wave excitations in the language of
quantum mechanics. The most general Hamiltonian describing the interaction
of N spins (two-level systems) with photons of a single cavity mode in quantum
optics is the Dicke model [Dic54]. In the following, we will treat the FMR as a
single macrospin, which allows us to neglect this distinction between one and N
spins and leads to the quantum Rabi model [Rab37]. The Hamiltonian reads:







Here, a†, a are the bosonic creation and annihilation operators of the cavity. The
original quantum Rabi model uses the spin raising and lowering operators σ+, σ−.
However the Kittel-mode is not a two-level system, but a harmonic oscillator,
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i.e., infinite energy levels with equal spacing, and hence m†m are the bosonic
ladder operators for magnons, as defined before. The use of bosonic operators
instead of spin operators leads to subtle differences, e.g., the dispersive shift of the
Kittel-mode does not depend on the photon number in the cavity.
We can simplify Eq. (2.17) by applying the RWA again, which leads to the well-
known Jaynes Cummings Hamiltonian [JC63] (again with bosonic operators):





From this Hamiltonian, we can directly see the exchange of excitations between
the two modes and the similarity to Eq. (2.13). This coupling picture is especially
useful in the few magnon limit and subsequently in the coupling of magnons,
resonator and qubit [Tab+16; Lac+17; Lac+20; Pfi19; Sch20]. However the model is
not confined to these cases. Although originating from quantum mechanics, the
extracted results have been employed for room temperature experiments, e.g, a
magnon gradient memory [Zha+15] and observation of exceptional points [Zha+17].
Moreover, adding a non-hermitian term to Eq. (2.18) allows for the description of
the so-called dissipative coupling in CMPs, as we will see in Ch. 4, and which was
demonstrated in Refs. [Har+18; WH20; Bov+20], for instance. Furthermore, one can
employ the above Hamiltonian together with the input-output formalism [Cle+10]
to calculate the experimentally accessible dispersion spectra of CMPs [HH18] (see
Sec. 3.3.1).
2.4 Coupling regimes
In the previous sections, we have discussed the coupling mechanism of the CMP
but not the interplay of coupling strength g versus decay rates κc, κr and reso-
nance frequencies ωr, ωc. Depending on the ratios of these quantities, one distin-
guishes several coupling regimes [Koc+19], with different properties. The following
overview aims for a basic understanding of these regimes to prepare experiments
accordingly to the given requirements.
Weak Coupling
In the weak coupling (WC) regime, the loss rate is greater than the coupling
strength κc, κr > g, which means that an excitation in one system does not live
long enough to interact with its counter-system. Therefore, no coherent energy
exchange is possible. Although efficient single and entangled photon emission
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could be shown for semiconducting devices [Shi07] in this regime, the WC has
played a minor role for the CMP.
Strong Coupling
The hallmark of the strong coupling (SC) regime is the avoided level crossing and
was first observed by Huebl et al. [Hue+13].The SC manifests itself if g > κc, κr.
In the SC, the two normal modes are separated completely with a maximum gap
of 2g (compare (Eq. 2.14)) and a coherent energy exchange takes place. At the
crossing point (ωr = ωc) the complete energy is periodically transferred from
one system to another, which is visible in the time domain and has been titled
magnon-Rabi oscillations [Zha+14]. Here, the coupled oscillator analogy is the
previously mentioned beat mode. The SC plays the fundamental role for quantum
information processing and allows for the dispersive readout of superconducting
qubits [Wal+04; Bla+04], for example. It has so far been the most studied regime
for the CMP and is the foundation for the presented results in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5.
Ultra Strong Coupling
For the previous two regimes, the coupling strength g was compared to the decay
rates κc, κr. For the ultra strong coupling (USC) regime, however, the quotient of g
over ωc = ωr is the important quantity. The USC is reached if 0.1 ωc < g < 1.0 ωc.
In this regime, the RWA can no longer be applied, counter-rotating terms in the
Hamiltonian need to be considered, and the quantum Rabi- / Dicke-, instead
of the Jaynes Cummings-, model must be employed. The quantum Rabi model
does not preserve the particle number and predicts a ground state population, for
instance. The USC promises application for fast and protected quantum information
processing [Koc+19]. It has already been demonstrated for the CMP several times
[Zha+14; Gor+14; KGT16; Bou+16; Flo+19]. Yet, recall, that the CMP (based on
the uniform mode) consists of two harmonic systems. Thus, one has to introduce
additional anharmonicity to garner all effects predicted by the quantum Rabi
model.
Deep Strong Coupling
The deep strong coupling regime (DSC) completes the list. The coupling strength
exceeds the resonance frequency g ' ωc. The DSC has so far been demonstrated
with superconducting flux qubits [Yos+17; Yos+18] and Landau polaritons [Bay+17],
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exhibiting light matter decoupling, for example. It can be argued that, without
additional tricks, the CMP cannot be pushed into the DSC because of its classical
Hookian-like coupling [Sud+12]. Here, a stronger coupling entails a renormaliza-
tion of ωc, ωr, which themselves then include the coupling strength, making the
condition above impossible to reach.
2.5 Spin Wave Coherence in YIG
Improving device performance requires a thorough understanding of the occurring
loss and decoherence mechanisms. Despite exhibiting the highest life time of
spin waves, Yttrium-Iron-Garnet (YIG), the most prominent material, still lags
magnitudes behind the excitation life time of superconducting devices. Due to the
variety of possible magnon applications, a study of these processes is important
at room temperature as well as at low temperature. After introducing YIG, an
overview of the main loss mechanisms above 1 K is given, and then the focus is set
on two-level systems (TLS), which are possible suspects for loss at mK-temperatures
and therefore of special interest for CMPs coupled to quantum devices.
2.5.1 Properties of YIG
YIG is a complex and artificially fabricated material, exhibiting a crystal structure
with a unit cell containing four formula units of Y3Fe3+2 Fe
3+
3 O12, [CKL93], resulting
in two sub-lattices and 80 atoms per cell. Regardless of this complexity, it has be-
come the material of choice for magnonics. The refined fabrication process [SCH10]
due to industrial applications in microwave devices, such as circulators, makes the
material easily available for research. Moreover, YIG’s high Curie temperature of
Tc = 560 K, allows for room temperature- as well as low-temperature experiments.
And last but not least, YIG offers the lowest spin wave damping with a life time of
several 100 ns at room temperature, because of the absence of conduction electrons
[SCH10]. This lifetime corresponds to a mean free path of a few cm, permitting
information transport based on spin waves. Nevertheless the loss mechanisms at
mK temperatures are still not yet understood. There, the complexity of the ma-
terial demands more research about the physical realization of loss channels. To
complete this short summary and avoid any confusion, we also note that YIG is
a ferrimagnetic material but often simply considered as a ferromagnet in the low
energy range [Tab+16].
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2.5.2 Loss Mechanisms above 1 K
A brief summary giving a background for magnetic losses in YIG is presented in
the following. The loss mechanism are often simply hidden inside the phenomeno-
logical Gilbert damping parameter a, which is also assumed to be frequency in-
dependent. This however is often not the case. More detailed information can be
found in recent linewidth investigations, e.g., Refs. [Mai+17; Bov+18]. The authors
measured magnon modes over a broad temperature range from 300 K to 4 K and
attributed distinct loss mechanisms to changes in the linewidth.
Intrinsic relaxation can be described by the Kasuya-Le Craw mechanisms [KL61],
which are scattering processes between magnons and phonons. An alternative
explanation was given by Cherepanov, where the uniform mode interacts
with optical magnons [CKL93]. These processes decrease with decreasing
temperature. For highly pure YIG at 4 K, its intrinsic linewidth was found
to be 42 kHz [SLL61]. However in most measurements, other processes play
dominant roles below 100 K.
Temperature peak processes arise due to scattering with slowly and rapidly de-
caying rare earth impurities and show a distinct peak at a certain temperature
between 1 K to 100 K.
Two magnon surface scattering describes the scattering of the uniform mode with
surface pits. This scatter process creates a new magnon with the same fre-
quency but with wave vector k 6= 0. It can be mitigated by polishing the
surface. [SLK61; Nem64]
Radiation damping can be a problem at any temperature. The changing magnetic
field of the spin waves excite eddy currents in metallic parts, i.e., the strip
line underneath. According to Lenz’s law, the currents then counteract the
spin wave precession and hence lead to energy loss. Radiation damping is
especially problematic for thin films but can be mitigated by wide strip lines
and an increased distance to the sample [MK15; Kos16].
2.5.3 Two-Level Systems (TLS)
Going into the mK region, we now consider TLS, which have been found to strongly
hamper the quality of (superconducting) quantum devices. In the last years, they
have been suspected to cause loss for magnons as well. This presumption is based
on the typical linewidth increase towards low powers and temperatures. [Tab+14;
Pfi+19; Kos+19]
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Figure 2.4: Potential of the standard tunneling model for two-level systems (TLS). Two harmonic
potentials hybridize leading to a double well potential with asymmetry energy ε and tunnel barrier
∆. This hybridization also results in a symmetric and anti-symmetric wave function describing
the probability density of a charged particle mostly living in either well. The two states |ψ−〉 and
|ψ+〉 have an energy difference of E =
√
∆2 + ε2. The standard tunneling model assumes the two
hybridizing potentials to be in the spatial domain. Since several TLS realizations exist, here the
x-axis is chosen to be generic. Schematic adapted from [MCL19].
The concept of TLS was first applied to amorphous solids with the goal of explain-
ing their thermal and acoustic properties in the form of the standard tunneling
model (STM) [Phi72; AHV72]. An excellent overview of TLS and their effect on
quantum devices is given by Müller et al. [MCL19]. I will now review the important
points to understand the linewidth contribution of TLS to a resonating system.
In the STM, two atomic sites, each with a harmonic energy potential, hybridize,
which leads to the well-known double well potential (see Fig. 2.4). The two potential
wells can have an asymmetry energy ε and the energy required to overcome the
potential barrier by tunneling is denoted as ∆. In the basis of the lowest confined

































with mixing angle θ = ∆/ε, and the energy difference between them is calculated
to
E = E− − E+ =
√
∆2 + ε2. (2.22)
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Let us assume a charged particle as possible TLS realization [MCL19]. This particle
mainly lives in one potential well (Eq. 2.21, depending on the mixing angle) but
can tunnel into the other one. Because of this movement, we can associate electric
dipole moments with TLS and the electric field of a resonator, for example, can
then couple to TLS’ dipole moments. Because of this coupling, the resonator can
lose energy to a bath of TLS, resulting in an increased resonator linewidth [Phi87;
Wan+09]. Such energy transfer, however, can only happen if there is a difference in
the occupation number between the two TLS states ∆n = n+ − n− [EH05], which is
affected by temperature and drive power. We will now quantify these effects with
respect to the resonance linewidth.
Temperature
Assuming a Boltzmann distribution, the difference in occupation number is given
by






where the TLS energy difference equals the resonator frequency due to resonant
absorption. Increasing the temperature leads to a smaller occupation number and
for GHz resonance frequencies, the equilibrium is reached in the few Kelvin region,
making the effect of TLS negligible. Bringing the TLS bath into equilibrium is often
also called "saturating the TLS".
Drive Fields
Driving the TLS strongly (via the resonator) equalizes the occupation number as
well. If the Rabi rate, the rate with which the state of the TLS changes, exceeds
the TLS’ coherence rate, the TLS bath will be in an equal superposition of the two
states.
Employing the analogy of a TLS to a spin-particle in a magnetic field plus an
interaction term leads to the well-known Bloch equations [Blo46; Gao08]. From











The term in the square root containing the critical power Pc is defined via P/Pc =
Ω2R/(Γ1Γ2), with ΩR as Rabi rate and inverse life-time, decoherence rate Γ1, Γ2,
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respectively [Gao08]. The temperature dependence of Eq. (2.23) has been incor-
porated as well. κ0,TLS is the proportionality constant of the TLS contribution and
κoffs the linewidth contribution independent of power and temperature.
Linewidth data for the uniform FMR mode at mK temperatures were found to
follow Eq. (2.24). In Refs. [Tab+14; Pfi+19] a CMP, with a YIG sphere inside a copper
cavity, was probed and the magnon linewidth was extracted from fits to input-
output theory. Kosen et al. [Kos+19] examined a YIG thin film on a transmission
line.
However, the physical realization of TLS in YIG has not yet been explained. It is
also noted that drive powers far exceeding the single photon limit are required
to saturate TLS in YIG, which is in stark contrast to superconducting resonators.
This would either suggest very short lifetimes of the TLS or a considerable weaker
coupling to them. Moreover a possible coupling mechanism of magnons to TLS
has not yet been described either. The associated electric dipole moment in the
STM would require electric fields for a capacitive coupling, which is contrary
to the magnetic fields of spin waves, giving an inductive coupling. A possible
solution could be magnetic impurities, which has been proposed for SQUIDS and
superconducting qubits. [KDC07]
Frequency noise of TLS
TLS not only influence device quality negatively due to energy loss but also cause
frequency fluctuations in superconducting resonators and qubits leading to bad
coherence times. In the picture of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, one can
see that the resonance frequency of the resonator changes with the state of the
TLS. Hence, random occupations of the TLS lead to random fluctuations of the
resonance frequency [MCL19; Gao+07]. Averaging over many weakly coupled TLS
gives the ubiquitous and infamous 1/ f noise [Pal+14]. From the temperature and
power dependence of the resonance fluctuations, information can be gathered
about the TLS properties [Bur+19].
The TLS-like linewidth increase of magnons would suggest that their resonance
frequency should show 1/ f noise as well. However, we will see in Ch. 6 that the
dominant magnon noise shows a distinctly different scaling with frequency.
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3 Probing the CMP with Microwave
Tones
3.1 Introduction and S-Matrix
Now, after having discussed the physical mechanisms underlying the CMP in Ch. 2,
we also have to experimentally probe this quasi-particle. The method of choice are
microwave reflection and absorption measurements. If the probe frequency of the
incoming microwave signal ωp is close to the resonance frequency ωc of the cavity
(or ωr of the FMR), the system will absorb energy, store it and partially re-emit it. By
coupling the CMP via a microwave transmission line to a vector network analyzer
(VNA), we can measure the ratio of reflected/out-coming voltage (Vout) to in-going
voltage (Vin), which provide information about the CMP’s physical properties.





The indices i, j denote the ports where the voltages are measured; voltages at all
other ports are set to zero. Having for example a two-port network, one can build













The scattering parameter is a complex quantity, and often stated in the form of
amplitude,
∣∣Sij∣∣, and phase, arg Sij, which denotes the phase difference between
the in- and outgoing voltage. It should not be confused with the phase-offset of an
oscillator with respect to the driving signal. Furthermore a reduction in amplitude
can occur because of loss in the system as well as destructive interference of the
involved electrical signals.
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Figure 3.1: Different coupling configurations of microwave resonators, exemplarily shown with
transmission line resonators and their schematic circuit diagram underneath. Here, ZL denotes the
load of the coupled resonator a Single-port/reflection configuration: the resonator terminates the
transmission line. b Notch-type configuration: the resonator is placed next to the transmission line.
c Inline configuration: the signal is transmitted trough the resonator.
Our goal is now to link the S-matrix to the important CMP properties, such as
resonance frequencies, decay rates and coupling strength. As the CMP is typically
probed only via its cavity, we will first derive the S-Matrix elements for a single
resonator, but for different coupling configurations to the transmission line, fol-
lowed by the S-Matrix element for coupled systems, such as the CMP. Examples of
dispersion spectra for different coupling regimes and a short explanation of the
standard spectroscopic measurement setup conclude this chapter.
3.2 Scattering Elements of a Single Resonator
To obtain the desired relation between the physical quantities of a single resonator
and the S-parameters, one can either follow an impedance based approach [Bra18;
Sch07; Maz04] or employ the input-output formalism [Cle+10]. Here, we will first
apply the impedance based approach, following the cited references, and use the
latter one for the coupled system in Sec. 3.3.
Depending on the geometry resonators are arranged with respect to the transmis-
sion line, one distinguishes the following configurations: single port (reflection),
notch-type, and inline (see Fig. 3.1). The discussion will be confined to the first two
configurations, which are employed in this work.
Single-Port Resonator (Reflection Type)
In radio frequency (rf) applications and measurements, microwave signals travel
along a transmission line, e.g., coaxial cables, microstrips, or coplanar waveguides,
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designed with a standard impedance of Z0 = 50 Ω. The impedance is defined
by the ratio of voltage V to current I.Transitioning from one medium into the
other, e.g., from a transmission line into a resonator, electromagnetic waves may
be reflected depending on the impedance mismatch between two media. Already
considering reflections, i.e., waves propagating in opposite directions, we can write






Vin −Vout Z0. (3.3)
Here, we have employed to Kirchhoff’s laws stating that one has to add voltages
and subtract currents of the incoming and outgoing plane waves. Moreover, this
equation is only valid directly at the interface, since superpositions of plane waves
lead to a spatially varying impedance [Bra18]. Rearranging Eq. (3.3), we can cal-









Equation. (3.4) connects the scattering matrix element to the impedance of a load
ZL. Such a configuration corresponds to the single port or reflection-type resonator.
In the next step, ZL is linked to the resonator’s quantities, i.e., resonance frequency,
coupling-, and internal quality factor. For any lossy resonating system, one can
define a quality factor (Q-factor), by the ratio of total stored energy Etot and energy





For microwave resonators, the overall Q-factor is denoted as loaded factor QL,
which can be obtained by inversely adding the internal quality factor Qi and







Following [Poz12; Bra18; Maz04; Sch07], we can express the Q-factors of a reflection
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The first equation is simply derived from the RLC model and the second equation
describes the energy transfer over the coupling capacitance Cc. Here, ZR describes
the characteristic impedance of the resonator defined by material and design
parameters. In this derivation, it is only used as an auxiliary quantity in our goal
of expressing the scattering parameter through the Q-factors.
Now, we exemplarily consider an open-ended l = λ/2 transmission line resonator








with imaginary propagation constant υ accounting for the spatial variance of the
superpositioned electric fields. It is evident that the length of the resonator changes
the impedance with respect to ω due to the resonance condition of such a resonator.
Close to resonance and requesting =ZL = 0, the above equation can be simplified












Using the expressions Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) for Qi and Qc as well as plugging
Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.4) yields the desired expression of the scattering parameter







This equation, despite its derivation for a capacitively coupled λ/2, is actually
independent of the resonator type because the underlying physics is absorbed in
the generic quality factors. Employing Eq. (3.11), we can calculate the squared
amplitude |S11|2, corresponding to the power ratio, and the phase difference arg S11























Comparing Eq. (3.12) to the (unnormalized) Lorentzian distribution f (x) = a/(1 +
4(x− x0)2/γ2) + c, with a, c as scaling parameter and offset, we can identify the full
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width at half maximum (FWHM) of the distribution as γ = ω0/QL. The Lorentzian
function is linked to an exponential decay with decay rate κ = γ/2 via Fourier
transformation. Hence, the inverse of the half width at half maximum (HWHM)
specifies the lifetime of a resonator.
Notch-type Configuration
We will now switch from the reflection type resonator to the notch-type configura-
tion, depicted in Fig. 3.1b. Here, the resonator does not terminate the transmission
line, but is located next to it. This configuration is of special interest for this work
because it not only describes LC-resonators but is also valid for the coupling to
spin waves excited in a YIG sphere located over the transmission line.
For the notch-type configuration, we have to consider that the resonator sees only
half the transmission line impedance Z0/2 due to the parallel network. Adjusting
the expression for the coupling Q-factor by the new transmission line impedance,






























The equations for the two discussed resonator configurations only differ by a factor
of 2 in the numerator. This factor, however, leads to distinctly different responses
depending on the coupling regimes of the resonators, i.e., ratio of the Q-factors, as
we will see in the following section.
Comparison of the Single-Port and Notch-Type Scattering Elements
Depending on the ratio of Qi and Qc, one differentiates the following three coupling
regimes between resonator and transmission line:
• under-coupled, Qi < Qc, energy loss mainly inside the resonator
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Figure 3.2: Scattering elements of notch- and reflection type resonators for different coupling
regimes. Panels a to c display the S21 parameter in the complex plane, the amplitude signal and
the phase signal respectively for the under-coupled (Qi < Qc), critically-coupled (Qi = Qc) and
over-coupled (Qi > Qc) case of a notch-type configuration. Panels d to f show the S11 parameter of
a reflection type configuration with the same Q-factors as in the panels above.
• critically-coupled, Qi = Qc, equal energy loss in resonator and energy transfer
to transmission line,
• over-coupled, Qi > Qc, energy mainly transferred to the transmission line.
Depending on the application, a specific coupling regime may prove advantageous.
Knowing how the two resonator configurations respond differently depending
on the coupling regime can help us quickly interpret the measurement results.
Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of the microwave response of the two discussed
resonator types. Panel a and d show the responses of the respective resonator in
the complex plane. The resonators trace out a circle with the resonance point as the
intersection with the real axis. The diameter increases with the ratio of Qi/Qc for
both configurations. However, the circle of a notch-type resonator always remains
on the positive side of the real axis due to the additional factor of two in the
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scattering element. In contrast, the reflection type resonator upon reaching the
over-coupled regime covers all quadrants. Bearing these behaviors in mind, we can
understand the amplitude and phase response for the different configurations and
coupling regimes.
For the under-coupled cases the amplitude and phase signal is weak due to the
small circle diameter and high distance from the origin; only little energy is ex-
changed with the resonator.
The critically-coupled notch type shows an amplitude signal of 0.5 (6 dB); half of
the energy is lost inside the resonator. We can also recognize that the strongly
over-coupled notch configuration corresponds to the critically coupled reflection
configuration. Here, the amplitude signal shows the deepest dip, as the circle
touches the origin. For critically coupled reflection-type resonators, the energy
transfer equals the internal loss rate and therefore all photons are dissipated
inside the resonator. For the strongly over-coupled notch-type resonator, the signal
interferes destructively along the transmission line and all energy is reflected back
to port one. The phase signal jumps from −π/2 to π/2.
In contrast, the strongly over-coupled reflection-type resonator has no dip in the
amplitude signal. Due to the high Qi, no energy is lost in the resonator, and the
full signal is reflected after interaction. The resonance circle thus has the maximum
diameter and all information about the resonator’s properties is contained in
the phase signal, which undergoes a phase jump of 2π when transitioning the
resonance frequency.
As a last word of caution, impedance mismatches in the microwave lines rotate
the circle around its center, thereby shifting the resonance point off of the real axis
[Kha+12; Pro+15]. Consequently, the phase and amplitude signal do no longer
follow a clean Lorentzian or arctan function. A circle fit algorithm [Pro+15; PA98;
Gao08] nevertheless provides a robust way to extract the physical properties even
under these experimental imperfections.
3.3 CMP Spectra
Up to now, we only discussed the spectroscopic response of a single resonator. Yet,
the CMP is a system of coupled oscillators and thus our new goal is to derive the
microwave response (S matrix element) of the coupled system.
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3.3.1 Derivation of CMP Dispersion Spectra
For our derivation of the CMP spectrum, I will focus on the microwave resonator
probed in the reflection configuration, which is used in this work. As before,
the resulting expression for the S matrix element can easily be adjusted to the
notch-type geometry by inserting a factor of 2 at the right place.
Short Descriptive Explanation
Following a crude but descriptive explanation given in Ref. [Sch20], we first rewrite
Eq. (3.11) in terms of decay rates instead of Q-factors:
S11(ω) = 1−
2κc
i(ωc −ω) + κL
. (3.17)
The coupled FMR mode acts as an additional loss channel inside the cavity, which
we have to add to the loaded decay rate. From the perspective of the cavity, the
FMR behaves like a second reflection type resonator, however coupled with g2
instead of 2κc, and with resonance frequency ωr and internal magnon decay rate
κr. g has to be squared because the rate (of energy loss) is the quantity of interest,
instead of the reflection amplitude. This consideration then leads to
S11(ω) = 1−
2κc




This equation is indeed the correct expression for a coupled oscillator system,
despite our simple derivation. In the next section, we will see that a derivation
based on the input-output formalism will confirm this result.
Input-Output Formalism
Although the CMP spectra can be derived purely classically, we use the quantum
approach, given by the input output formalism, as explained in Refs. [Cle+10;
HH18; Pfi19] and closely followed here. This formalism allows deriving scatter-
ing elements from the system’s Hamiltonian and will provide an easy means to
calculate the dispersion spectra of a two-tone driven CMP, see Ch. 4.
We must now quantum mechanically model an interaction between the CMP
and its environment. A bath of harmonic oscillators represents the transmission
line and the interaction is given by a complex coupling. One can then solve the
CMP’s equations of motions (EOM) and define useful wave packets representing
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incoming and outgoing waves, where the ratio of these wave packets corresponds
to the scattering matrix; connecting it to the desired physical quantities in the
Hamiltonian.
Starting from the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian for the CMP in Eq. (2.18)





already accounting for internal losses by the complex eigen-frequencies, we model




The interaction between transmission line and cavity part of the CMP is given by
Hint = −ih̄λ ∑
q
(
a†cq − c†q a
)
. (3.21)
Similar to the Jaynes Cummings Hamiltonian, photons between the systems are
exchanged, describing the loss from the cavity into the transmission line. λ denotes
the transition matrix element and is here already taken to be real and constant. The
total Hamiltonian governing the system then reads
Htot = HJC +Hbath +Hint. (3.22)
Recalling that scattering elements are ratios of electric fields, we rewrite S11 in





Thus, our objective is to find expressions for cin and cout that relate these operators
first to c, c† and thereby to a. One can employ the EOM for the operator a and cq in
the Heisenberg picture to describe the response of the CMP. These EOMs are given
by


















= −iωqcq + λa. (3.25)
The last equation is a linear system and can be solved exactly [Cle+10] by
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Here t0 < t denotes a time before the wave packet has reached the cavity.
Plugging Eq. (3.26) into Eq. (3.24) and multiplying one term by exp(−iωc(t −
τ)) exp(+iωc(t− τ)) yields for the last term






Now, we use Fermi’s Golden Rule







which not only provides the needed relation between λ and the (coupling) decay
rate but allows us simplify Eq. (3.27). Assuming a frequency independent coupling
rate, we can rewrite Eq. (3.28) [Cle+10] to
λ2 ∑
q
e−i(ωq−ωc)(t−τ) = 2κδ(t− τ). (3.29)
This equation allows us to solve the integral in Eq. (3.27) and we obtain a simpler
equation for the cavity EOM:





− κa− λ ∑
q
e−iωq(t−t0)cq (t0) . (3.30)
Since the integration does not cover the delta function completely, but only up to
t, a factor of 1/2 comes into play. For the next step, we have to define our input
mode, i.e., the incoming wave packet, in a useful way. Again, we employ Fermi’s




e−iωq(t−t0) cq (t0) (3.31)
and Eq. (3.30) becomes










This EOM is our desired equation. To calculate the S-matrix element, we also have
to find a similar expression for cout. The procedure is the same as above with the
difference that we look at an outgoing wave packet and hence integrate from t to
t1, with t1 in the distant future after the wave packet has been emitted. Due to the
switched limits of the integral, this only leads to a sign change before a:
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Subtracting Eq.(3.33) from Eq. (3.32) yields
cout(t) = cin(t) +
√
κa(t), (3.34)
which correctly states that the outgoing wave packet is a sum of the reflected wave
packet and the photons leaking out of the cavity.
The last equation indicates that we need to solve the cavity EOM for a, which due
to the coupling includes solving the magnon EOM as well. Employing Fourier
transform we find:
F (ȧ(t)) = −iωa(ω) = (−iωc − κc)a(ω)− igm(ω) +
√
2κccin, (3.35)
F (ṁ(t)) = −iωm(ω) = −iωrm(ω)− iga(ω). (3.36)
By plugging Eq. (3.36) into Eq. (3.35) and subsequently substituting the result into









In the final step, we substituted real eigenfrequencies plus imaginary decay rates
for the complex eigenfrequencies, used κL = κc + κi. Furthermore, we multiplied
the RHS by -1, which depends on convention [Gir14]. Indeed, this equation is equal
to Eq. (3.18), the intuitively derived S-matrix element of the CMP.
3.3.2 Examples of Dispersion Spectra
Equipped with the equation giving us the reflection response of the CMP, we can
analyze the interplay of coupling strength and decay rates. Figure 3.3a and b show
the amplitude and phase response of a strongly coupled CMP (g = 10 MHz > κL =
4 MHz, κr = 1 MHz). We can see that the eigenfrequencies are visible as dips in
the amplitude and as jumps in the phase signal as expected for two resonators.
Moreover, the hybridization of the linewidth is clearly visible in the amplitude
plot. The narrower magnon dip becomes broader as the two frequencies approach
each other until the linewidths of both branches are identical at the crossing point
and the CMP is fully hybridized, i.e., it consists of 50 % photon and 50 % magnon
excitation.
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Figure 3.3: Dispersion spectra of the CMP probed in reflection for strong and weak coupling.
Panel a and b display amplitude and phase signal of a strongly coupled CMP dispersion spectrum
for different magnetic field values / magnon frequencies. Data are calculated according to Eq. (3.37)
with g > κL, κr. Panel c and d illustrate the dispersion spectra of a weakly coupled CMP (g < κL, κr).
The behavior for a weakly coupled CMP (g = 5 MHz > κL = 10 MHz, κr = 1 MHz)
is displayed in Fig. 3.3c, d. Here, the energy stored in one mode is lost before the
two systems can interact with each other and hence no mode splitting is visible.
This is also emphasized in the phase signal, where one can only see a single phase
jump. Accordingly, no linewidth hybridization can be observed.
To summarize, we can experimentally record CMP dispersion spectra, from which








Figure 3.4: Standard measurement setup for cavity magnon polariton (CMP) experiments. The
cavity hosting the magnetic material is brought into an external static magnetic field and connected
to a network analyzer via a coupling probe. This allows the measurement of the CMP’s S-matrix
element. By changing the external magnetic field, the magnon resonance can be brought close to
the cavity resonance and the two systems interact.
3.3.3 Spectroscopic Setup
After the theoretic discussion of the CMP’s spectrum, the question remains: how
does one access this quasi-particle experimentally? The basic spectroscopic mea-
surement setup comprises a vector network analyzer and the CMP sample, which
is placed inside a static magnetic field. CMP research has almost exclusively been
performed with spectroscopic setups akin to the one sketched in Fig. 3.4. Here,
only the cavity is excited and probed with the VNA. Without the static external
field, the system is described by the equations discussed in Sec. 3.2. For CMP mea-
surements, all of the previous mentioned resonator configurations are applicable.
By increasing the magnetic field, the FMR mode can be tuned close to the cavity
resonance, where it is then excited by the cavity’s magnetic field. This interaction
changes the microwave response of the system and one can observe the hybridized
CMP eigenmodes and the mixture of dissipation channels, as explained in Sec. 2.3.
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4.1 Introduction and Geometric Control
The coupling strength may be considered the most crucial parameter of a coupled
system. Based on design considerations, it can be engineered easily as opposed
to an improvement of the decay rates. Recall from Sec. 2.4, that a high coupling
strength is necessary for the strong coupling regime and therefore for information
processing devices. A precise control of the coupling strength is hence important
in this context.
The coupling strength is normally given by the geometric design of the cavity field
in conjunction with the position of the magnonic material, due to the underlying










with N as the total number of spins (with spin number s = 5/2 for YIG) in the
sample, µ0 the vacuum permeability, Va the mode volume of the cavity and η ≤ 1
is an overlapping coefficient of how well microwave field and magnon mode match

















µ denotes the magnetic moment of the sample ions, g′ the g-factor of the electron,
ns the spin density of the material and Vm,c the volume of the magnetic sample
and cavity respectively. This expression, in contrast to Eq. (4.1), does not directly
depend on the number of spins (only the spin density) but on how much magnetic
field is inside the sample, as determined by η̃. It thus gives us a more intuitive
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instruction on engineering the cavity to control the coupling strength. Roughly
speaking, a high coupling strength can be achieved by confining the magnetic field
mode of the cavity to exactly the volume of the magnetic sample.
However, once the cavity is machined and the magnonic material is fixed at one
position, the coupling strength has been set, as is evident from Eq. (4.2) - at least
at first glance. Yet, we will see that we can still control the coupling strength for
a given geometry during the experiment: One can apply a second, continuous
drive tone applied to the magnon [Wan+18] tricking it into seeing a different
field geometry. Moreover in this two-tone scheme, choosing the right parameters
of the drive tones allows for a transition from level repulsion to so-called "level
attraction", first observed for the CMP by Harder et al. [Har+18]. In the level
attraction regime, the two CMP eigenmodes do not repel each other but coalesce in
the vicinity of the crossing point. Level attraction has been observed in a variety of
physical systems. In CMPs, this phenomenon arises mostly because of a dissipative
coupling, for which an overview is given by Wang and Hu [WH20]. A microscopic
explanation can be found in Ref. [PMS19]. Level attraction can also observed for
the right interplay of positive and negative decay rates with respect to the coupling
strengths [Zha+17]. Moreover, it also occurs in optical systems and was reviewed
in the context of exceptional points by Miri and Alu [MA19].
In this chapter, the focus lies on a theoretical overview of the possibilities given
by a two-tone coupling strength control. I will first explain the theoretical pro-
posal [GSX18] and its experimental realization. From the modified coupling model,
one can derive the normal modes together with their eigenfrequencies and extract
the (now) complex coupling strength. Rewriting the system in the language of
quantum mechanics, i.e., in second quantization, we can employ the input-output
formalism to calculate the dispersion spectra of a two-tone CMP. However, those
spectra are idealized cases, which are often difficult or impossible to replicate
exactly for such open systems. Some subtleties in these derived spectra have, espe-
cially in cavity magnonics, not yet been given proper attention and will be pointed
out at the end of the chapter.
The presented project was realized in a cooperation between KIT and the University
of Mainz. The experiments were performed with a CMP comprising a re-entrant
cavity [Gor+18] and a YIG sphere with diameter d = 0.2 mm. The experimental
results that support the theoretical discussion and can be found in Refs. [Bov+20;
Bov+19].
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φ
CMP
Figure 4.1: Spectroscopic two-tone setup for a control of the coupling strength. The two-tone
setup is an extension of the standard CMP measurement setup. Not only the cavity part (brown
lines) but also the magnon system (blue line) can be excited directly. The signal of the first VNA
port is split, which ensures a constant phase difference for the two oscillating systems. This phase
difference ϕ can be controlled with a phase shifter in the magnon line. Additionally, variable
attenuators are installed in each line allowing for the control of the amplitude ratio ∆ between
the two signals. The cavity is probed in reflection but due to the split signal, a circulator is used
forwarding the reflected signal to the second port of the network analyzer. Thereby, unwanted
reflection from the magnon system are avoided. See also [Bov+20; Bov+19].
4.2 Theoretical Proposal and Two-Tone Microwave
Setup
The CMP is normally probed with a single tone to the cavity (Ch. 3). However, in a
theoretical study Grigoryan et al. [GSX18] included a second drive tone directly
applied to the magnon and extended the phase correlation model [Bai+15]. The
crucial point is now that the two drive fields can have an arbitrary phase difference
ϕ and amplitude ratio ∆ = Ar/Ac, with Ar,c as driving amplitudes of magnon
system and cavity, respectively. The additional magnon drive field can superpose
the magnetic field produced by the cavity current and therefore affects the coupling
between cavity and magnon, leading to a modified Eq. (2.16):
(
ω2 −ω2c + 2iβωcω ω2K2






Here, in contrast to Eq. 2.16, we already substituted the magnetic field h for the
cavity current to ensure equal units of the drive fields and redefined K =
√
KcKm,
following Ref. [GSX18]. Now, one can identify the additional term containing ∆eiϕ
as a consequence of the second drive field, which is due to the FMR dynamics
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governed by the LLG (Sec. 2.2). Standing in an off-diagonal element, this term
already indicates that the coupling can be altered, controlled by the two parameters
ϕ and ∆. A quantitative discussion will follow in the next sections.
Furthermore, Grigoryan et al. also predicted that for a value of ϕ = π and an
amplitude ratio ∆ = 2 the two eigenmodes will coalesce, or in other words, the
levels attract each other. This level attraction, however, is indeed more ubiquitous
in this system and the above stated parameters are just one example, where "pure"
level attraction can occur.
One way to add a second phase-coherent drive tone is given by the setup [Bov+20]
displayed in Fig. 4.1. The signal of a VNA is split into two parts, one part traveling
to the cavity and the other to the magnon system. A mechanical phase shifter is
included in the magnon path, allowing one to vary the phase offset. The desired
amplitude ratio can be controlled by variable attenuators in each path. To probe the
CMP spectrum, we insert a circulator in front of the cavity and record the reflected
signal with the second VNA port. This way, reflections from the magnon port to
the readout port are minimized.
4.3 Complex Coupling Strength of the Driven
Two-Tone CMP
The presented effects in Ref. [GSX18] were mostly confined to few calculated CMP
dispersion spectra for special cases of ∆ and ϕ. To obtain a better overview about
the control possibilities of such a system, we will more systematically explore the
behavior of the CMP eigenmodes with respect to our control parameters. We start
by linearizing the coupling equations with the (classical) RWA, which yields
(
ω− ω̃c g0






with g0 as the geometrically defined coupling strength. To calculate the eigenval-
ues, we diagonalize Eq. (4.5) and obtain similar results as the single-tone CMP
eigenfrequencies, Eq. (2.14) but with a new expression for the coupling strength
g(ϕ, ∆) = g0
√
1 + ∆eiϕ. (4.6)
By choosing right parameters of ∆ and ϕ, we can set the coupling strength to
be completely real, totally imaginary or have both, a real and imaginary part. A
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Figure 4.2: Increased Level repulsion. Panel a shows the real part of the CMP, when cavity and
magnon drive are in-phase. The coupling strength increases with increasing amplitude ratio ∆ and
therefore the anticrossing gap widens. b The mixing ratio of photon and magnon is given by the
square of the normalized eigenvectors and is equal to that of a single-tone CMP. This is exemplary
shown for the upper branch of the anticrossing and ∆ = 3.
complex coupling strength is associated with dissipation (gain or loss) during the
coupling [MA19]. Depending on the complex value of g, the frequency spectra of
the eigenmodes show distinctly different behavior. We will find the normal level
repulsion regime (g is real), level attraction (g is purely imaginary) or a coexistence
of both.
4.3.1 Increased Level Repulsion
Setting the phase-difference to ϕ = 0 results in a constructive (in-phase) superpo-
sition of cavity and magnon drive field. The magnetic field as seen by the magnon
increases for larger ∆. Considering Eq. (4.2), we intuitively suspect a greater cou-
pling strength due to the stronger field at the sample position. And indeed, Eq. (4.6)
explicitly confirms this presumption. Since g remains real, the same is true for the
eigenfrequencies. For larger ∆ and thereby greater g the avoided level crossing gap
widens, see Fig. 4.2a. The CMP mixing ratio, i.e., the percentage of magnon and
photon excitation, also shows the same behavior as the single port CMP (Fig. 4.2b).
A second, in-phase drive tone thus allows for an "in-situ" increase of the repulsion
coupling strength.
Increasing the coupling strength through drive tones may come in handy for
pushing the CMP, despite potential design constraints, into the ultra-strong cou-
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Figure 4.3: Level attraction. a Setting the two drive tones with ϕ = π first closes the anti crossing
gap and then leads to the level attraction of the eigenfrequencies. If g is purely imaginary, i.e. ∆ > 1,
the eigenmodes coalesce and are identical over a frequency range of 4g. b Imaginary part of the
CMP eigenfrequency for level attraction.
pling regime or even the deep-strong coupling regime, which may not be possible
otherwise for two Hookian-like coupled oscillators (Sec. 2.4).
4.3.2 Level Attraction
In the previous section, the two drive tones were applied in-phase, leading to a real
coupling strength. In contrast, applying the two drive tones in anti-phase (ϕ = π)
changes the picture fundamentally: First, for ∆ < 1, the local magnetic field at
the magnon sample decreases with increasing ∆ and hence the anti crossing gap
shrinks. Increasing ∆ further, beyond unity, transitions the coupling strength to an
imaginary quantity and instead of level repulsion, we find level attraction. Here,
the curvatures of the two modes have a different sign compared to the repulsion
case, which finally leads to their coalescence. The points of coalescence are called
exceptional points [MA19]. Over a region of 4=g the real part of the two CMP
eigenfrequencies (see Fig. 4.3a) remain identical. However, the eigenfrequencies
now also have an imaginary part (Fig. 4.3b) associated with gain or loss, leading
to an unstable mode [Ber+18]. For level attraction as well, by changing ∆, we can
control the value of the coupling strength, and subsequently the frequency range
of the mode coalescence.
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Figure 4.4: Coexistence of repulsion and attraction. a The CMP eigenmodes show a simultaneous
attraction and repulsion for a coupling strength with real and imaginary part; in this case ϕ = 7/8π.
The two modes never coalesce, they repel each other by 2<g but run in parallel over a range 4=g.
b Imaginary part of the eigenfrequencies. In contrast to the pure level attraction regime, the
eigenfrequencies are imaginary over a broader region than 4=g.
4.3.3 Coexistence of Repulsion and Attraction
We have discussed the two special cases in which the drive tones are either in-
phase leading to increased repulsion or anti-phase resulting in level attraction.
In contrast to the dissipative coupling and controlled decay rates engineered via
the cavity geometry [Har+18; Bho+19; Zha+17; Yao+19a; Yao+19b; Yan+19], our
setup additionally enables us to set the phase difference to any arbitrary value. For
cases of ϕ 6= 0, π and ∆ > 1, the coupling strength, according to Eq. (4.6), becomes
a complex number with both real and imaginary part. The real part repels the
coupled mode while the imaginary part attracts the coupled modes. We are in a
regime where both level repulsion and level attraction coexist. This effect is best
visible for large ∆ and ϕ close to π. Figure 4.4a shows that the two modes never
coalesce completely. They are still separated by a gap of 2<g. Nevertheless, they
run in parallel over a range of 4=g, similar to pure level attraction. Again, the
eigenfrequencies become complex quantities, even over a wider frequency range
as in the pure attraction regime. Similar to before, the imaginary part leads to an
unstable mode. Although the eigenfrequencies can easily be calculated, measuring
unstable modes is, of course, another question, which will be discussed in the next
section.
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4.4 Dispersion Spectra of the Two-Tone CMP
Seeing the progression of the eigenfrequencies gives a good picture about the
underlying physics. However to observe the CMP, we have to rely on dispersion
spectra. Recall, a complex coupling strength is associated with gain or loss and
subsequently the calculated eigenmodes can become unstable and do not show as
dips in the dispersion spectra.
We can calculate the dispersion spectra for the two-tone CMP employing input-
output theory (see Sec. 3.3), similar to Refs. [Har+18; Bov+20]. This will give a basic
understanding, what we can expect in the experiment but, as we will see later,
it does not offer a complete description. The first step is to rewrite the coupling
Eq. (4.4), into the quantum version:









This equation is a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, which is necessary to account
for the open system due to the second drive, affecting the photon and magnon
occupation numbers. This non-Hermiticity also leads to non-real eigenvalues,
as seen in the previous section. Please also note that the role of a†m and m†a is
switched in contrast to Ref. [Bov+20]. In this work, the Hamiltonian is chosen such
that the correspondence to the electrodynamic equations, Eq. (4.4), is preserved.
The results remain the same for all practical purposes. We can now employ Eq. (4.7)
to calculate the derivatives of the annihilation operators F (ȧ), F (ṁ) for the input-
output formalism. Comparing the new results with the operator equations for the
single-tone CMP, Eq. (3.35) and Eq. (3.36), we notice that a simple substitution of




, in Eq. (3.36) is sufficient. Subsequently,
the new reflection coefficient for the two-tone CMP becomes:
S11(ω) = 1−
2κc




Evaluating this equation for reasonable values, we can observe theoretical disper-
sion spectra, as depicted in Fig. 4.5. Normal level repulsion and increased level
repulsion are shown in Fig.4.5a,b. The dispersion spectra look as usual due to the
completely real coupling strength. Next, we can examine the dispersion spectrum
for perfect level merging (Fig.4.5c.) Here, the magnon mode is not visible since
cavity field and magnon drive field cancel each other out and hence no magnon
mode will be excited. Unfortunately, such a perfect field matching is difficult or
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Figure 4.5: Dispersion spectra of the two-tone CMP calculated according to Eq. (4.8). Dashed lines
denote the eigenfrequencies of the CMP. Depending on the control parameters, amplitude ratio ∆
and phase difference ϕ, opposing regimes of level repulsion and attraction can be reached. a Avoided
level crossing of the single tone CMP. b The level repulsion can be increased by two in-phase tones
resulting in a widening of the anticrossing gap. The eigenfrequencies remain visible as simple dips.
c At perfect level merging the magnon mode would not be excited and only the resonanator dip is
visible. d Level attraction can be observed for the anti-phase driven CMP. Exceptional points show
up in a theoretically diverging amplitude. e For a phase difference ϕ 6= 0, π, both, level attraction
and repulsion coexist. f Line cuts at the crossing point of b,d,e giving a comparison of repulsion
(rep), attraction (attr) and coexistence (coex).
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even impossible to realize experimentally, and therefore a magnon mode is always
observed.
The spectrum for level attraction (Fig.4.5d) shows how the two modes move towards
each other, following the previously calculated eigenfrequencies. The linear slope
of the coalesced modes, however, is only barely visible, due to the discussed
mode’s instability [Ber+18]. For equal decay rates of magnon and photon, the
reflection amplitude diverges in the point where the two modes coalesce, i.e., at the
exceptional points. Poles in the S-Matrix have also been found for optical systems
[CGS11]. Although exceptional points do not obey conversation laws because the
systems exchange energy with their environment [MA19], it is not possible to
observe such a strong divergence in the experiment, where the maximum power is
simply given by the VNA output and hence the input-output formalism should be
used with care. The same behavior of a non-physically increased amplitude can
be seen in the coexistence regime (Fig.4.5e). Yet, whereas for level attraction only
a small peak is visible at the crossing point, in the coexistence regime a dip and
a peak feature, representing the two non-coalesced eigenmodes, can be observed
(Fig.4.5f).
An additional problem of the input-output approach for an imaginary coupling
strength is apparent in the phase response, arg S11. The measured phase jump
of 2π for a transmission cavity [Har+18] is not given by input-output theory, see
Appendix A.1 for more details.
Moreover, for the two-tone approach, imperfect field configurations and crosstalk
can affect the measured amplitude drastically, making the interpretation of ex-
perimental data difficult. It is also noted that, different from Ref.[Bov+20], the
second drive tone has only been considered implicitly through the non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian; and not by an additional transmission channel S12 through the CMP.
4.5 Discussion
The theoretical presentation in this chapter demonstrates that the geometrically
defined coupling strength can still be altered through a second microwave tone that
is directly applied to the magnon system. Two parameters, phase difference and
amplitude ratio of these drive tones allow for a control of the coupling strength
in the complex plane. The experimental results underpinning this overview are
presented in Refs.[Bov+20; Bov+19], showing the discussed widening and closing
of the anticrossing gap, as well as level attraction and coexistence. It should be
noted that due to the coupling geometry, the superposition of the drive fields is
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Figure 4.6: Color-coded depiction of the normalized complex coupling strength g/g0 according
to Eq. (4.6). a The real part of the coupling strength is responsible for level repulsion. Values greater
than 1 represent an increase of the geometrically defined coupling strength and values smaller
than 1 a decrease of it. b Imaginary part of the coupling strength leads to level attraction. Only
for ϕ = {0, π} pure repulsion or attraction regimes can be observed (white lines). Otherwise level
attraction and repulsion coexist.
more complex than the assumption of a linear polarization, leading to experimental
imperfections with respect to the discussed dispersion spectra.
For the two-tone technique, the coupling strength is best described as a complex
number, accounting for energy loss/gain in the process. The real part represents the
amount of level repulsion and the imaginary part that of level attraction. Figure 4.6
summarizes the dependence of the coupling strength on amplitude ratio and phase
difference, ∆ and ϕ.
The two-drive configuration is one more option to achieve level attraction in the
CMP. However, it stands apart from other realization by its in-situ control over
the coupling strength and the possibility to prepare the CMP in a coexistence
of repulsion and attraction. If and how level attraction in the CMP can be used
in a dynamic case and for information processing has not yet been answered.
Nevertheless, it was theoretically linked to entanglement [Yua+20] in the single
magnon regime and may thus prove useful for quantum technologies.
In conclusion, the addition of a second drive tone fundamentally changes the static




5 Coherent Mode Control in the Time
Domain
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will switch from continuous drive signals, allowing for a control
of the coupling strength, to short pulses, permitting an on demand manipulation
of the CMP. Still relying on the two-port CMP, we will now observe its response to
pulsed measurements in the time domain as opposed to frequency space. Instead
of changing the coupling strength, our goal is now to excite the different CMP
modes (see Sec. 2.3) and demonstrate coherent, i.e., phase stable, control over both
subsystems, cavity and magnon system.
Current information processing schemes are based on ns-short gates for data extrac-
tion and manipulation. But despite the CMP’s promising potential for information
technology, most CMP experiments have been confined to probing the steady state
of this quasi-particle under continuous driving and mostly with one single tone. In
only a few experiments, short pulses were applied to the CMP [Zha+14; Mat+19;
Mor+17]. But even in these studies, solely single pulses to the cavity were used and
therefore only the beat mode with its periodic energy exchange could be excited.
Normal modes during free evolution were not observed. However, for the CMP to
unfold its full potential in the area of information processing, one should be able to
exert control over the different CMP states at arbitrary times. Replacing the network
analyzer by a time-domain measurement setup will enable us to coherently control
the CMP. It is then possible to not only excite the CMP in any mode but also to
dynamically control the occurrence of these modes as well as the stored energy in
the system.
In the following, I will first explain the measurement setup allowing for coherent
control and then shortly give a characterization of the measured sample. After that,
we will study the experiments that demonstrate fast and dynamic control over both
subsystems of the CMP, and accordingly over the different oscillating modes. The
results presented in this chapter led to the publication of Ref. [Wol+20].
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Figure 5.1: Time domain setup for coherent cavity magnon polariton (CMP) manipulation. a Pos-
sible pulse sequence for a coherent control of the CMP. b The microwave setup comprises three
parts: cavity manipulation, magnon manipulation and recording. For manipulation purposes ns-
short pulses are generated with a digital to analog converter (DAC) and then upconverted into the
GHz regime with a continuous microwave signal. The emitted energy coming back from the cavity
is downconverted, filtered and amplified before it is digitized with an analog to digital converter
(ADC). For spectroscopic characterization, the sample is also connected to a vector network analyzer
via a microwave switch. c Effect of the control parameters, phase offset ϕ and amplitude ratio
∆ in the picture of two coupled pendula. d Photograph of the employed sample, consisting of a
re-entrant cavity [Gor+14] and a YIG sphere with 0.5 mm diameter. The cavity field is excited via a
coupling loop and the magnon system via a stripline underneath the sphere. Figure adapted from
[Wol+20].
5.2 Experimental Methods
5.2.1 Microwave Time Domain Setup
A versatile microwave setup builds the foundation that makes coherent control of
the CMP possible. Here, a simple vector network analyzer is not enough. Instead,
we need the flexibility of pulse sequences with pulses differing in length and
amplitude. Such a setup has to meet at least the following requirements:
• Independent ns-short pulses to both subsystems,
• Adjustable but stable phase offset between all applied pulses,
• Adjustable amplitude ratio of the applied pulses,
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• Recording of the outgoing energy from either subsystems with ns resolution.
Similar requirements can be found for the control of quantum systems based on
superconducting qubits [Kra+19]. Phase coherent pulses can, for instance, repre-
sent quantum gates, or prepare the system in quantum simulations experiments
[Bra+17], and help characterizing qubits [Ste+20]. We have adapted the microwave
setup for a continuous recording of the cavity while sending phase-coherent pulses
to magnon system and cavity. A typical pulse sequence with two simultaneous
pulses to cavity and magnon system is displayed in Fig. 5.1a.
The microwave setup, depicted in Fig. 5.1b can be divided into three parts: cavity
manipulation, magnon manipulation and cavity recording. For both manipulation
parts, short ns pulses having a complex carrier frequency of fcar = 200 MHz, are
generated with an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). This enables us to choose
an arbitrary phase offset ϕ between any two pulses. The AWG comprises two
pairs of digital to analog converters (DAC); one pair for each manipulation line.
A single microwave source emits a continuous signal to upconvert the pulses to
the resonance frequency of our system, ωc = ωr, via single side band mixing with
identical IQ mixers. The upconversion preserves the chosen envelope and phase of
the generated pulses. The magnon manipulation additionally includes a voltage
controlled attenuator followed by an amplifier to control the amplitude ratio ∆ of
the applied pulses (see Fig. 5.1c for visualization in the pendula picture).
The cavity is probed in reflection and thus a circulator is inserted in front of the
cavity port, which transfers the manipulation signals to the cavity and returning
the reflected and re-emitted signals to the recording line. The signal coming back
from the cavity is downconverted into its IQ components via the previously split
microwave tones. The IQ components are then low pass filtered, amplified and
recorded.
5.2.2 Data Processing
We control all measurement devices and record the data with qkit [qki], an open
source measurement suite. Due to the heterodyne character of the measurement
setup, the recorded time traces still exhibit the carrier frequency. Employing a
digital down conversion to DC, i.e., multiplying the complex signal by ei2π fcar , we
remove the carrier frequency and eliminate higher frequency components by low-
pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.8 fcar. From the processed data,
we then calculate the amplitude
√
I2 + Q2 of the reflected signal, which is linked to
the stored energy in the system. To find the correct proportionality factor between
recorded amplitude and outgoing power of the cavity, we replace the cavity with a
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microwave source, sweep the emitted power and record the amplitude, with the
described technique.
5.2.3 Pulse Sequence Calibration
Before we can employ the presented measurement setup for coherent control
experiments, a correct calibration of the cable delay between the two manipulation
lines is crucial. The necessary phase and amplitude matching can only be ensured
if the pulses for cavity and magnon reach the sample simultaneously. Utilizing
the normally unwanted crosstalk between the two ports at the sample gives a
straightforward way for an extraction of the cable delay. We emit two Gaussian
pulses for each line respectively with a known delay, leading to one pulse with a
high amplitude reflected from the cavity line and one pulse transmitted from the
magnon line with a low amplitude in the recorded signal. By using Gaussian pulses
we not only minimize amplitude distortion from the microwave setup, sample
and post processing but we can also extract their mean values from a fit of their
amplitude (see Appendix Fig. B.1). We extract a delay time of 7 ns, by which we
correct the emission of the pulses at the AWG. However, we will later observe that
even a timing mismatch below 1 ns can cause slight discrepancies from theory (see
Sec.5.4.2).
For most experiments in this project, we choose square pulses with a length of
10 ns. Although these short pulses are heavily distorted by the notch-type filter of
the cavity and magnon system, our motivation was to find a compromise of Dirac
delta-like excitation pulses and sufficient energy in the system.
5.2.4 Numerical Simulation Technique
We also compare our experimental results to numerical simulations. For that, we
use the standard set of differential equations for two coupled oscillators and model
the drive tones in a way that we can easily investigate the influence of crosstalk,
i.e, a superposition of the two drive fields at the place of each resonating system as
well as timing mismatches:
ẍc + 2βωc ẋc − g2ωcxr = (1− ζ)Fc + ζFr, (5.1)




Fc = Ac cos(ω0t) θ(t− tc,1) θ(tc,2 − t), (5.3)
Fr = Ar cos(ω0(t− δt)− ϕ) θ(t− tr,1) θ(tr,2 − t). (5.4)
xc,r denote the amplitude of the cavity and the magnon oscillator, respectively.
Using heaviside functions in the drive force, we can model our drive tones Fc,r
as 10 ns short square pulses and also include timing mismatches δt = tr,1 − tc,1 =
tr,2 − tc,2. Hence, this set of equations models our experiments, where a driven
system followed by free evolution is considered. The parameters Ac,r represent
the strength of the linear drive force and hence the power ratio of stored energy is
given by1 ∆ = A2r /A2c . Crosstalk is taken into account by the parameter ζ, defining
the (linear) amount of the drive force that acts on the other resonating system.
Additionally, choosing slightly different resonance frequencies provides us with
the possibility to observe the effects of an unwanted detuning ∆ f = (ωr −ωc)/2π
Having set up our model and defined the parameters, we solve the equations with











Since the coupling constant (from transmission line to oscillator) is neglected in
this model, we adjust the stored energy to the observed one at the time the first
pulse ends with a constant parameter. By including several pulses in Eqs. (5.3) and
(5.4) we can also simulate the dynamic control experiments in Sec. 5.5.
5.3 Sample Characterization
The CMP sample used for coherent control is displayed in Fig. 5.1d. It is similar
to the one employed in Ref. [Bov+20] and mentioned in the previous chapter.
This time however a YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm is installed, i.e., placed
in the antinode of the cavity’s magnetic field. The bigger diameter increases the
coupling strength, compare Sec. 4.1. This increase allows for an observation of
several magnon Rabi oscillations within the natural decay of the system. The
magnon system is excited via the magnetic field of a microstrip line, which gives a
homogeneous ac-field and reduces the crosstalk due to the perpendicular geometry
of all magnetic fields. See Appendix B.2.
1 Equal coupling constants for resonator and magnon system are assumed.
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Figure 5.2: Spectroscopic characterization of the cavity magnon polariton. a Avoided level crossing
as the signature of strong coupling. The two normal modes are visible as dips in the dispersion
spectrum. b Background corrected linetrace of the pure cavity resonance with the magnon far
detuned (ωr  ωc) and c linetrace at the crossing point (ωr = ωc), where magnon and cavity mode
are equally hybridized. Solid lines represent Lorentzian fits to the measurement data (gray points).
Figure adapted from [Wol+20].
We first characterize this sample spectroscopically by applying a continuous drive
from the VNA to the cavity port. Fig. 5.2a shows the characteristic avoided level
crossing of the Kittel mode with the cavity resonance, typical for the strong coupling
regime. We can fit the dispersion curves of the avoided level crossing to Eq. (2.14)
and extract a coupling strength of g/2π = 24.7 MHz. This result is in agreement
with theoretical calculations for this geometry [Bov+18]. An additional higher order
FMR mode can also be seen close to the crossing point, at 234 mT, which is not of
interest for this work.
We extract the decay rates of the system from spectroscopic data measured off-
resonant (Fig. 5.2b) and at the crossing point, where the two resonance dips are
equally broad (Fig. 5.2c), compare Sec. 2.3. Lorentzian functions are fitted to the
two dips of the background corrected data. The fits at the crossing point yield a
linewidth (HWHM) of κcrp/2π = 2.1 MHz corresponding to (α + β)/2 = 0.032 %.
Tuning the FMR away and fitting the pure cavity resonance gives a linewidth of
κc = 3.0 MHz and hence β = κc/ωc = 0.046 % (QL = 1090). With these values, we
can find the frequency independent Gilbert damping factor α = 0.014 % (Q = 3570)
for the Kittel mode. We can conclude that g > κc,r and thus the spectroscopic
characterization also confirms the strong coupling regime quantitatively.
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5.4 Control of Oscillator Modes
Recall from Sec. 2.3 that the CMP, similar to coupled pendula, can be excited in the
in-phase mode ξ+, the anti-phase mode ξ− and the beat mode ξ0. In this section,
the different modes will be observed in the time-domain. We furthermore show
how the parameters ∆ and ϕ of the manipulation pulses have to be chosen for any
superposition of these CMP modes.
5.4.1 Beat Mode and Normal Modes
Beat Mode - Single Pulse Experiment
The system’s parameter g, κ, found spectroscopically, are linked to the decay time
τ and the period of the classical magnon-Rabi oscillation tR via Fourier transfor-
mation. To measure these corresponding time domain parameters, we emit a single
pulse to the cavity but none to the magnon system. We monitor the out-coming
power from the cavity and sweep the external magnetic field around the crossing
point in between the recorded time traces. This procedure leads to the characteris-
tic chevron Rabi pattern displayed in Fig. 5.3a, which was similarly observed in
Refs. [Zha+14; Mat+19], and can be considered as the time domain counterpart to
the avoided level crossing. These oscillations occur because energy is periodically
transferred between cavity and magnon system with a frequency given according





and ∆ω = ωc − ωr. We can see that the Rabi frequency increases with further
detuning, as observed in Fig. 5.3a. Taking the time trace at the crossing point
(Fig. 5.3c, gray line) and fitting a damped sine to it, we extract a decay time of
τ = 77.6 ns corresponding well to the spectroscopic result of 1/κcrp = 75.8 ns
and an oscillation period of tR = 2π/g = 1/24.6 MHz = 40.6 ns equaling the
spectroscopic results. The slight distortion of the Rabi pattern at 234 mT is due to
the coupling to a higher order FMR mode. The single pulse experiment excited the
beat mode, as expected, and confirms the spectroscopic results.
Normal Modes - Two Pulse Experiment
The next step is a two-pulse experiment, in which we excite one of the two normal
modes ξ± instead of the beat mode. Hence, two pulses with a matched phase offset
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Figure 5.3: Time resolved cavity response for beat- and normal mode of the cavity magnon
polariton (CMP). a The time evolution of the cavity for different magnetic field values shows
classical magnon Rabi oscillations, i.e., the beat mode ξ0, after a single excitation pulse to the cavity.
The energy swaps periodically between the two sub systems. Another spurious magnon mode is
visible close to 234 mT. b Normal mode ξ± response of the cavity. Phase and amplitude matched
pulses are emitted to cavity and magnon. At the crossing point (dashed line), the two sub-systems
are excited equally, no energy is exchanged and the magnon Rabi oscillations are suppressed. c
Line cuts at the crossing points emphasizing the different responses of the beat and normal mode
of a and b. As expected, the beat mode shows sinusoidal oscillations whereas the normal mode
shows a straight exponential decay. [Wol+20]
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and amplitude ratio are applied to the cavity and magnon system simultaneously.
We again sweep the magnetic field over the crossing point to compare the one-pulse
Rabi pattern with the two-pulse one (Fig. 5.3b). Far detuned from the crossing point,
where the amplitude matching does not hold, we can observe Rabi oscillations in
both cases. If the FMR approaches the cavity resonance however, the oscillations
become more shallow and vanish completely at the crossing point. We can thus
observe how the second pulse directly changes the state of the CMP from the beat
mode to one of the normal modes.
Fig. 5.3c illustrates the difference of the two modes by a comparison of the time
traces at the crossing point. The two-pulse time trace shows a simple exponential
decay with no oscillations. Hence, no energy is exchanged and both systems
oscillate with the same amplitude and follow the applied phase offset as predicted
by the electromagnetic model and intuitively understood in the picture of coupled
pendula. The measured results agree well with numeric simulations of two coupled
oscillators (see Appendix B.3). We thus conclude that we can indeed not only excite
the beat mode ξ0 but also the normal modes ξ± with the presented technique.
5.4.2 CMP Mode Composition
Considering the picture of two coupled oscillators, we know that any superposition
of beat and normal mode should be possible to excite, depending on the chosen
initial state, which translates to applied phase offset and amplitude ratio in CMP
experiments. Our first goal is to find an analytic expression of the CMP mode
composition with respect to these two controlling parameters. Afterwards, we test
how well the analytic solution can be reproduced experimentally.
Analytic derivation of the CMP Mode Composition










in which we will later substitute ∆ and ϕ. In the next step, we have to find equations
for the amplitude xc of the cavity oscillator and its derivative. These are given by
the general solution for two coupled oscillators:
xc =A cos((ω0 + g) t + φ0) + B cos((ω0 − g) t− φ0), (5.7)
xr =A cos((ω0 + g) t + φ0)− B cos((ω0 − g) t− φ0), (5.8)
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with A,B and φ0 as free parameters depending on the initial condition, i.e., the
state of the oscillator right after the pulses have stopped. The damping term has
been neglected since it can be factored out and therefore does not change the CMP
mode composition over time. Substituting Eq. (5.7) and its derivative into Eq. (5.5)




ω2(|A|2 + |B|2) + ω2 |AB| − 2ω2 |AB| sin(g t + φ0)2. (5.9)
The parameters A and B are already denoted as complex variables. We express
them via matrix transformation of the non-diagonal system defined by our control








(1−∆2)2 + 4∆ sin2 ϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
c(1+λ)
cos(g t + φ0)2
 . (5.10)
The first underlined term is constant over time and hence corresponds to the
normal mode, whereas the second underlined part contains an oscillating term
and therefore describes the amount of the beat mode. Employing the underlined




(∆2 + 1)2 − 4∆2 cos2 ϕ− 1
∆2 +
√
(∆2 + 1)2 − 4∆2 cos2 ϕ + 1
, (5.11)
c = ∆2 +
√
(∆2 + 1)2 − 4∆2 cos2 ϕ + 1, (5.12)
We can define a new constant p0, which includes c and gives the proportionality
between stored energy and emitted power of the system. Eq. (5.10) with its natural
exponential decay can then be rewritten as
Pc(t) = p0
[
(1− λ) + (1 + λ) cos2(g t + φ0)
]
e−t/τ . (5.13)
This equation describes the time evolution of the CMP system in the strong
coupling regime depending on the parameter λ, which has inherent bounds of
-1 and 1. For λ = 1 the CMP exists in the pure beat mode ξ0 and for λ = −1 in
either normal mode ξ±. The parameter λ is therefore a measure for the CMP mode
composition. Figure. 5.4a depicts the analytic solution for the mode composition
with respect to ∆ and ϕ. As expected, the normal modes (red elliptic regions) can
be excited for matching power ratio and phase offsets of 0° and 180°. A phase offset
of ϕ = ±90° results in the beat mode (blue area) for any power ratio. If the power
ratio is big enough, the phase offset is inconsequential and mainly the beat mode
is excited, as is evident from the picture of two coupled oscillator. In between these
values, superpositions of beat mode and normal mode are possible; containing




To verify the capability of our control technique, we compare the analytic solution
to experimental data. Cavity and magnon system are tuned to the crossing point.
We apply simultaneous pulses to each subsystem and sweep the phase offset of
the pulses as well as the attenuation in the magnon manipulation line. Eq. (5.13)
is fit to the recorded time traces for every combination of ϕ and ∆, from which λ
is extracted and displayed in Fig. 5.4b. The experimental results reveal a behavior
close to the analytic solution. We can identify the two red elliptic regions repre-
senting the normal modes surrounded by the blue area standing for the beat mode.
However, one can observe a shift towards lower frequency and a slope between the
two ellipses. Investigating these discrepancies, we use numeric simulations and
recognize that these deviations are most likely caused by a remaining cable delay δt
below the resolution of the DAC (1 ns), spurious crosstalk ζ between one subsystem
and the microwave port of the other system or a remaining frequency detuning ∆ f
due to a drifting external magnetic field. Figures 5.4c,d show the effects of these
parameter. For example the simulated data with δt = 0.01 ns and ζ = 0.1 reproduce
the experimental results well and would explain the slight deviations from the
analytic solution.
In conclusion, arbitrary phase offsets and power ratios for the applied pulses enable
us to prepare the CMP system in any superposition of beat mode and normal
mode. The experimental results agree well with the oscillator model and the elec-
tromagnetic coupling model [Bai+15]. Moreover controlling the CMP subsystems
separately allows to choose the phase offset between the systems at will and inde-
pendent of the external magnetic field. This extends the results of Bai et al., where
the phase offset for a single pulse experiment was purely given by the external
field. Such a control over the phase offset may benefit spin rectification experiments
[HGH16].
5.5 Dynamic Control
Coming back to our introductory statement with the need for short gates in CMP
based information technology, we now demonstrate a dynamic control of the
CMP within a single decay. The experimental results are numerically verified and
explained in the picture of coupled oscillators.
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Figure 5.4: Mode composition of cavity magnon-polaritons (CMP). The mode composition of
a CMP can be controlled via applied phase offset ϕ and power ratio ∆2. The parameter λ is a
measure for the mode composition with -1 representing the normal modes (red regions), 1 the
pure beat mode (blue region) and any superposition in between. a. Analytical solution calculated
from Eq. (5.11). b Experimental data of the cavity response. λ is extracted from fits of Eq. (5.13) to
the measured time traces. The experimental attenuation corresponds to the power ratio with an
undetermined offset. Slight discrepancies can be explained by experimental imperfections such as a
minimal time lag between the pulses δt, crosstalk ζ or mismatched resonance frequencies ∆ f . c and







Figure 5.5: Dynamic control of energy exchange. a The time resolved response of the cavity can be
divided into three phases: (I) The cavity magnon polariton (CMP) is excited in the normal mode
by matching pulses to both subsystems. (II) A second pulse to the magnon introduces energy and
brings the system in the beat mode. Energy exchange happens until a third pulse equalizes the
energies of the two subsystems and (III) the CMP is again in its normal mode. Simulated data agree
well with the experiment. Solid blue and brown lines represent applied pulses (height not scaled).
b Pendula representation illustrates the different modes during the decay. [Wol+20]
5.5.1 Dynamic Manipulation of the Mode Composition
In this experiment, we expand the capability of mode composition control to the
dynamic case. Our goal is a change from normal mode to beat mode and back
within a single decay of the CMP. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.5a.
Again, we tune the CMP to its crossing point and prepare it in its normal mode by
matching pulses to magnon system and cavity. A single exponential decay can be
observed; both systems have the same energy and oscillate with a fixed phase offset
(0° or 180°). Circa 150 ns later, we apply a second pulse only to the magnon system,
such that an energy difference between the two sub-systems arises. The excess
energy will now be transferred between the two systems. Hence, the CMP is in its
beat mode and classical magnon Rabi oscillations are visible in the cavity response.
We shortly let the CMP evolve freely before bringing it back to the normal mode;
again by applying a pulse only to the magnon system. This pulse must have a
matched phase and amplitude such that either the excess energy of the magnon
is extracted or if, at the time of the pulse, the energy is stored in the cavity, the
same amount of energy has to be introduced to the magnon system. We also note
that due to the finite length of the microwave pulses and the coupling between
the two systems, an applied pulse always affects both systems. It is therefore
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Figure 5.6: Time resolved cavity response of dynamic energy extraction. a A first pulse to the
cavity excites the cavity magnon polariton (CMP) in the beat mode. Applying a second anti-phase
drive tone to the magnon system extracts the total energy by destructive interference. This extraction
is visible in a 20 dB drop compared to the unextracted response (gray line). Solid blue and brown
lines represent applied pulses (height not scaled) for the extraction case. Ring-up, t < 0 ns, is
omitted for clarity. b Pendula sketch represents the applied scheme and its effect. [Wol+20]
crucial to find the correct timing, phase offset and amplitude, which we achieve by
sweeping all parameters in the simulation and experiment. After this pulse, the
Rabi oscillations stop and a pure exponential decay is visible. The CMP is prepared
in one of its normal modes again. The experimental results are additionally verified
by numerical simulations (dashed line in Fig. 5.5) showing an excellent agreement.
The just described behavior can also be intuitively understood in the picture of the
coupled pendula (Fig. 5.5b). The first simultaneous pulses excite both pendula with
the same amplitude and the coupled system oscillates in-phase (anti-phase). The
second pulse gives an additional push to one pendulum. It therefore oscillates with
a higher amplitude and this additional energy is periodically transferred between
the pendula. Then the third pulse softly equalizes the amplitudes of both pendula.
The translation to the electromagnetic model can be easily drawn by substituting
cavity current and FMR magnetization for either pendulum.
5.5.2 Dynamic Energy Extraction
In a second experiment we replicate a technique known as active noise control
(ANC) [EN90; KM99] in acoustics, which is currently especially popular in head-
phones, and apply it to the CMP. ANC is based on destructive interference to hinder
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acoustic noise from reaching one’s ear. The incoming acoustic wave is recorded, its
anti-phase counterpart is calculated in real-time and emitted so that the two waves
cancel each other out at the position of the observer.
Here, we show a complete energy extraction from the CMP system by emitting an
anti-phase pulse. The results are displayed in Fig. 5.6a. A first pulse to the cavity
brings the CMP into its beat mode. We let the Rabi oscillations shortly evolve. At
the time, when the energy is transferred from the cavity to the magnon system, we
apply an amplitude matched pulse in anti-phase to the magnon system countering
the incoming energy and hence extracting almost all energy. This manifests in a
sharp 20 dB-drop of the reflected cavity power. Again, we note that due to the
strong coupling applying an anti-phase pulse to the magnon also influences the
cavity and hence the pulse has to be timed correctly such that it matches cavity as
well as magnon energy. Leaving this last comment aside, we can again intuitively
understand this CMP behavior in the picture of two coupled pendula (see Fig. 5.6b).
The first pendula is excited and the system is found oscillating in its beat mode. In
the moment when all energy is transferred to the second pendulum, we suddenly
stop this pendulum by grabbing it and therefore both pendula are at rest containing
no energy anymore.
We validate the experiments by a numerical simulation, which reproduces the
observed behavior well. The amount of the drop in the reflected power strongly
depends on the accuracy of the amplitude matching. The chosen simulation pa-
rameters also result in a 20 dB drop but in the simulation, the classical Rabi-like
oscillation continue as there is still energy left in the system. These low amplitude
oscillation mix with input noise in the experiment
The two presented experiments demonstrates the first dynamic and coherent
control schemes of the CMP. These schemes allow for a manipulation of the CMP
modes and for a change of the overall energy during its natural decay time.
5.6 Discussion
In summary, we established a coherent control over both CMP parts, the cavity and
magnon system, by using manipulation pulses on the timescale of nanoseconds.
With the presented time domain setup, we are able to observe the transition from
the beat mode (maximum energy exchange) to the normal modes (no energy
exchange) of the CMP at its crossing point. Furthermore, we employed these results
for a dynamic control of the different modes and for the extraction of the total
energy from the system by destructive interference within the sample. All the
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results agree well with the CMP theory models of coupled oscillators and phase
correlation developed by Bai et al. [Bai+15]. The consistency of our experiments
and numerical simulations underpins the validity of these coupling models.
The demonstration of coherent control in the time domain may open the door
to further information technology research based on the CMP. On the one hand,
the regime of level attraction, discussed in Ch. 4, has been theoretically linked to
entanglement [Yua+20], which may be useful for quantum computing application
in the future, and predictions for the CMP time evolution have been given. The
presented setup here would allow for preparing the CMP in this regime and
subsequently a validation of the given predictions. On the other hand, by adding a
non-linearity, such as a superconducting qubit, to the system, it should be possible
to encode qubit states in magnons [Rei15] with gate schemes similar to what has
been shown with superconducting resonators [Hof+08; Leg+13; Vla+13; Hee+17].
The disadvantage of the short magnon life time compared to superconducting
resonators is balanced by their demonstrated capability in converting microwaves
into optical light [Osa+16; Hai+16]. Hence, one may think of hybrid systems
comprising superconducting resonators for storage and magnon based frequency
converters for long range information transfer, leading to a functional quantum
network [Kim08].
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6.1 Introduction
Quantum devices strongly suffer from environmental noise [Kra+19], which limits
their life- and coherence time. Through interaction with the environment, infor-
mation can become lost. Whereas much effort has been spent on improving the
coherence times of superconducting qubits [Kra+19; OW13], the same is not true for
magnonic materials. This has opened a gap in coherence, see Sec. 2.5, which may
hamper the usefulness of the CMP as a mediator between quantum systems and
magnetic devices drastically. Research on decoherence mechanisms in magnons is
thus imperative.
Investigating coherence properties of a resonating system, one can examine the
linewidth as well as the jitters of the resonance frequency, i.e., frequency noise. Both
methods are ways to probe the resonator’s environment and possible loss channels.
While the linewidth is primarily a measure of the lifetime (see Sec. 3.2) mainly due
to energy loss, frequency noise may give information about the interactions with
several other resonating systems in the environment. Gaining information about
these systems can in turn help improving lifetimes.
A prominent example for the connection between loss and frequency noise are
fluctuating two-level systems (TLS) [MCL19]. Recall from Sec. 2.5 and recent ex-
periments [Tab+15; Pfi+19; Kos+19] that magnons are believed to be subject to
TLS influence. Furthermore, an interaction between TLS and a resonating system
leads to frequency fluctuations. These fluctuations can be described by their noise
power spectral density (PSD), a measure of the fluctuation strength in a given fre-
quency interval. The PSD will be explained in detail in Sec. 6.2.1. Now, drawing on
the knowledge derived for superconducting resonators [Gao+07; Bur+14; Bur+13;
Bre+17], we know that a bath of TLS coupled to a resonator leads to the typical
1/ f -decay of the frequency noise PSD. Furthermore, this noise PSD is influenced
by the drive power of the resonator and the ambient temperature. From the specific
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temperature dependence, for instance, it could then be concluded that the TLS
in the bath have to interact with each other [Bur+14]. Hence, crucial information
about the noisy environment can be extracted by a noise spectroscopy.
Coming back to magnons: Little is known about noise in these systems apart from
the finding of telegraphic noise in the transmission amplitude of a YIG-magnon
waveguide [Rum+19]. In this chapter, we will now explore magnon frequency noise
of a YIG sphere at mK-temperature. I will start by giving a theoretic description of
noise, i.e., random processes (Sec. 6.2), before comparing different measurement
setups for extracting frequency noise (Sec. 6.3) and explaining possible pitfalls in
noise measurements. In Sec. 6.4, the measurement results are presented, compared
to the results of TLS in superconducting resonators and subsequently examined








































Figure 6.1: Comparison of noise processes with a different exponent in their frequency depen-
dence. The time traces (a) of generated random data follow different frequency power laws as seen
in their PSDs (b). The slope in the loglog plot gives the frequency exponent: white noise ∝ f 0, pink
noise ∝ f−1 and brown noise ∝ f−2. It is evident that with an increased (negative) exponent high
frequency fluctuations are reduced, whereas big fluctuations occur over a long time. For better
visibility time traces have an offset of 5 MHz each and brown noise data is scaled by a factor of 0.3.
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6.2 Statistics of Random Processes
6.2.1 Noise Power Spectral Density
Noise describes (unwanted) random fluctuations occurring in a specific variable;
in our case the frequency shift ∆ f of the FMR. Tracking this shift over a certain
time and with a given sampling rate fs yields time traces showing the amplitude
of these random fluctuations, see Fig. 6.1a. The standard way for noise analysis
in physics is looking at these fluctuations in the frequency domain instead of the
time domain. Here, the PSD S( f ) is the quantity of interest. The Wiener-Khinchin
theorem [Wie30; Khi34]
S∆ f ( f ) =
T∫
−T
r∆ f (τ) e−i2π f τdτ (6.1)
relates the autocorrelation function






∆ f (t)∆ f (t + τ)dt, (6.2)
to the PSD via Fourier transformation. The autocorrelation is a measure of how
well the signal is correlated with itself for different time lags τ and is, in essence,
a convolution. Employing the convolution theorem, one can easily calculate an
estimate of the PSD, also called periodogram, by discrete Fourier transformation of
the recorded time traces:
S̃∆ f ( f ) =
1
N fs




The tilde, which will be dropped from here on, denotes that this formula only
gives an estimate of the "true" PSD. The PSD is normed correctly by the sampling
rate and the number of samples N. The squared value of the signal in Eq. (6.3)
accounts for the concept of power in a generalized form. Consequently, the PSD
shows the fluctuation strength and its scaling on frequency. Also note that the PSD
is a density and hence the noise power is calculated by an integration over the
frequency interval of interest. The variance of the PSD however does not reduce
with increasing samples N but instead one has to average M estimates to smooth it
[Bar48]. In this work, Welch’s method [Wel67] is employed for the PSD calculation.
The recorded signal of N samples is split up into M segments with D overlapping
points and additional windowed to reduce spectral leakage. The periodograms,
Eq. (6.3), are calculated separately and then averaged. A long recording time with
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a high number of segments yields a PSD with low variance, necessary for further
insight about the underlying noise mechanisms.
Let us consider a few examples to become familiar with this concept: Considering
so-called white noise, uncorrelated noise, we would find a δ distribution for τ = 0
and zero everywhere else in the autocorrelation. The PSD therefore shows a flat
line. However if a correlation over time exists, noise processes often, but not always,
follow a simple power law S( f ) = α/ f n, where α describes the strength at 1 Hz
and the exponent n defines the "type" or "color" of the noise process:
• white noise, no frequency dependence, n = 0,
• pink noise, higher power towards lower frequencies, n = 1,
• brown or red noise, even stronger power at low frequencies, n = 2,
Figure 6.1 visualizes these different types of noise processes. The noise color is
often chosen in analogy to the respective frequencies of visible light and depends
on the underlying random process.
As a last side note, the Wiener–Khinchin theorem is only applicable for signals that
are wide-sense stationary, i.e., the mean value and the variance of the signal do not
change over time. Fortunately, this requirement is fulfilled for all the measurements
presented in this chapter.
6.2.2 Time Series Analysis - ARMA Model
Alas, as we will later see, the simple examples presented above are not adequate to
describe magnon frequency noise. To quantitatively model this noise, we will have
to leave the standard way of looking at the data only in the frequency domain but
instead analyze the recorded time series directly. The chosen procedure to evaluate
the data is related to what is known as "maximum entropy spectral estimation"
[BdWB02].
Essential concepts to apply time-series analysis to magnon frequency noise are
now explained. Details can be found in standard text books about the subject, e.g.,
Refs. [SS17; PW93; SZ99; Box+15]. A basic approach is the so-called ARMA model
comprising the autoregressive (AR) and the moving average (MA) process. The
data point yt of a time series in this model is calculated as follows:
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Figure 6.2: Examples of different order AR-processes. Panels in the first row (a-c) depict possible
time traces of AR(0) to AR(2) processes. The AR(0) process is white noise calculated with σ = 1.
The chosen parameters for the brown and blue line in the AR(1) processes are a1 = 1 and a1 = 0.96,
respectively. The two AR(2) process’ time traces are generated with a1 = 0.6, a2 = 0.2 (red) and
a1 = 0.9, a2 = −0.6 and shifted by an offset for better visibility. The second row (d-f) illustrates the
effect of a one-time shock δy, i.e., a single perturbation, over time. White noise AR(0) is independent
of the current state. For brown noise (brown line) all random changes are summed up. Reducing
a1 (blue line) leads to an exponential decay of a one-time shock. For stationary AR(2) processes a
one-time shock either decays in some form of exponential (red line) as well or shows a damped
oscillations (purple line). This oscillation is also visible with a tendency to change sign the time
trace. The last row (g-i) shows the power spectral density of the different processes.
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where c is a constant, denoting the mean, and can be set to zero by normalization,
εt denotes Gaussian white noise with standard deviation σ. In the AR process,
the next data point is the sum of the last p data points with weights ai plus white
noise, whereas in the MA process, a weighted sum of the last q noise terms is
used for the next data point, again with added white noise. The focus lies on the
AR-process and the MA-process is only used to illustrate the difference in the
(partial) autocorrelation functions in the next section.
Again, we can gain an understanding of AR processes by looking at simple ex-
amples. Fig. 6.2 depicts the time traces (a-c), responses of a one-time shock, i.e.
a single perturbation, (d-f) and the power spectral densities (g-i) of the AR(0) to
AR(2) processes. It is evident that the AR(0) process is simple white noise, without
any effects of shocks and a flat PSD, as previously discussed (Sec. 6.2.1). In the
AR(1) process, choosing a1 = 1 leads to a random walk, or in physical terms,
Brownian noise. All noise terms are summed up. Considering the sum as a simple
integration, which gives a factor of 1/ f after Fourier transformation, explains why
the PSD of Brownian noise follows the characteristic 1/ f 2 law. If 0 < a1 < 1, a
one-time shock decays exponentially over time, and hence the system is pulled
back to the mean value more strongly. Therefore, big fluctuations are forbidden
and the PSD is found to be a Lorentzian. In continuous time, this process is known
by the name "Ornstein Uhlenbeck process" [UO30] and was used to model Brow-
nian motion with a friction coefficient. In the AR(2) process, one will either find
a mean reverting force or a damped oscillation around the mean, depending on
the chosen values for a1 and a2. Thus, the time series will either look similar to
the AR(1) process or has the tendency to change the sign frequently, resulting in
PSDs close to a Lorentzian or with some form of a peak at the oscillating frequency,
respectively. Higher order stationary AR processes also either revert back to the
mean or oscillate around it, described by sums of exponentials and oscillations. Of
course, one could also find parameters ai such that yt diverges. These processes,
however, are not stationary and hence not useful for our discussion.
Moreover, the PSD of an AR(p) process can be written in a closed form [Box+15]
S( f ) =
2σ2δt∣∣∣1−∑pk=1 ake−i2πk δt f ∣∣∣ , (6.5)
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Figure 6.3: (Partial) autocorrelation functions of AR(3) and MA(3) processes. Panels a and b
show the autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation functions (PACF) of an AR(3) process,
respectively. Panels c and d illustrate the same functions for an MA(3) process. AR(p) processes
exhibit PACF values different from zero for lags up to p, whereas MA(q) processes show the same
characteristic for q in the ACF. Hence, the order of either process can be estimated via the PACF
and ACF, respectively.
with δt as the inverse sampling frequency. Hence, if the order and parameter values
of the AR process are known, obtaining the PSD is straight forward.
6.2.3 Autocorrelation Function and Partial Autocorrelation
Function
After this short discussion of the ARMA model, the natural question should be
raised: How do we find out which process and what order describes our time series
data? Fortunately, the answer is given by the autocorrelation (ACF) and partial
autocorrelation function (PACF).
The ACF (in discrete time) describes how similar data points with certain time
lag τ behave. Now, instead of using the integral definition Eq. (6.2), we consider
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the stochastic version of the ACF: We calculate the (co-)variance for different time
lags and normalize it by the overall variance σ2X :
rτ =
E [(Xt − µ)(Xt+τ − µ)]
σ2X
, (6.6)
with µ as mean value. For the AR(1) process with a1 < 1, one can immediately
see that the autocorrelation function will decay exponentially, since the points
with time lag n are influenced via a factor of an1 by the point at t− n. The white
noise part should of course average out for enough data points. Similarly to the
effect of one-time shocks in Fig. 6.2, the ACF of AR(p) processes will show an
exponential-like decay with possible oscillations.
A concept, somewhat more intriguing, is the partial autocorrelation function. It
calculates the direct (linear) similarity between data points with time lag n, i.e., the
indirect influence via time lags up to n− 1 is removed. For instance, calculating
the PACF for n = 3, the effect of a31 and a
2
2 is removed. Since by definition no direct
influence for lags n > p exists in an AR(p) model, one can estimate the order p of
the process by looking at how many lags show a value significantly different from
zero in the PACF. Several ways exist to calculate the PACF. One such way is based
on the Yule-Walker equations [Yul27; Wal31], which will be described in the next
section.
Without going into detail, but to contrast the AR process to the MA process, we
find the exact opposite: The MA(q) process shows value up to q in the ACF, as a
direct consequence of its definition, where shocks only affect values up to time lag
q. On the other hand an exponential-like decay is seen in the PACF. Figure 6.3a-d
summarizes the previous paragraphs by illustrating this opposite behavior of the
MA and AR processes in the ACF and PACF. It also concludes how the order of
the respective process can be estimated.
6.2.4 Yule-Walker Equations
Solely determining the order of an AR-model of course is not sufficient. The next
step must be to estimate the respective coefficients. Here, the Yule-Walker equations
come in handy. They are a set of linear equations relating the AR coefficients to the
autocorrelations. Furthermore, they can also be employed to calculate the PACF.
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Here, ri denotes the autocorrelation at lag i. Hence, after knowing the order p of
the AR process, we can calculate the ai coefficients by simply estimating the ri
according to Eq. (6.6) and solving Eq. (6.7).
The Yule-Walker equations, also help in calculating the PACF. (The mathematical
derivation can be found in Ref. [Box+15]). One can equate the order p of the AR
process to the lag number n of interest and iteratively increase n and consequently
p. Since in the AR process, the direct dependence between two data points with
time lag p is given solely by ap=n. Subsequently, this value represents the PACF at
time lag n.
Although the Yule-Walker equations are simple to utilize, small errors in ri can
lead to unstable solutions. A more robust way, for example, is given by the Burg
algorithm [BDT05], which estimates the parameters based on a least square predic-
tion.
6.3 Measurement Setup
6.3.1 Comparison of Different Noise Spectroscopy Setups
To see how frequency noise can be measured, we will compare different measure-
ment setups available for noise spectroscopy and show that, despite not often used
in the literature, a commercial vector network analyzer may be the best choice due
to its ease of handling. Fig. 6.4 shows schematics of the three measurement setups
considered in the following:
Pound loop
The Pound loop [Lin+11] is the state of the art frequency noise measurement setup
and was used on superconducting resonators, for instance. This setup tries to
constantly lock the excitation frequency to the resonance frequency with a PID
controller. Changes of the resonance frequency are registered via a power detector,
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Pound Loop Homodyne Setup Network Analyzer
a b c
Figure 6.4: Schematics of different noise measurement setup. a The pound loop [Lin+11] locks
the emitted microwave signal to the resonance frequency by constantly measuring the reflected or
transmitted signal and correcting the frequency employing a PID controller if the resonance shifts.
b The homodyne setup measures phase fluctuations due to frequency shifts of the resonator. The
excitation frequency is kept constant and the signal is split allowing for a down conversion of the
transmitted signal from the resonator. After down conversion, the IQ voltages are recorded and a
time trace of arg S21 is calculated. This time trace corresponds to the fluctuations in the resonance
frequency. c A vector network analyzer (VNA) is based on the same principle as the homodyne
setup. However the VNA offers advantages during the measurement process, such as an easy
calibration and a high dynamic range.
giving an error for the PID to be corrected. These frequency adjustments therefore
directly give the frequency fluctuations over time. Despite its direct and precise
measurement principle, the Pound loop has the drawback of a non-of-the-shelf and
sophisticated setup, which can be difficult to build and to configure.
Homodyne Detection Setup
The basic ingredients of a homodyne setup are a microwave source, an ADC
and an IQ-Mixer. The microwave signal with fixed frequency, roughly equaling
the resonance frequency, is split such that one part excites the device under test
(DUT) and the other part serves as a reference signal. The reflected/transmitted
signal of the DUT is then converted to DC via the IQ Mixer and the reference
signal. The I and Q voltages from the mixer are recorded with the ADC card. Since
arg S21 = arctan Q/I one measures phase fluctuations over time, which can be
related to frequency noise. This setup was used in Refs. [Maz04; Gao+07; Gao08;
Bre+17]. However it has several drawbacks: the IQ mixer is an imperfect device
requiring a careful calibration. Moreover the range of power in which the IQ mixer
performs well is limited and a conversion loss occurs. The choice of a suitable
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ADC card is not trivial either, since one often needs a low sampling rate, sufficient
memory and a high dynamic range.
Vector Network Analyzer
The homodyne setup is basically the self-made version of a commercial vector
network analyzer. A VNA, though mostly used for frequency sweeps, also offers a
continuous wave mode. The S-Matrix element can be recorded at a fixed frequency
over time. This procedure is based on the same principle as above and hence the
option we need for noise measurements. Compared to the previous setups, a VNA
offers several perks, such as an easy calibration, low available sampling frequency,
a high range of output power and a high dynamic range. The use of a network
analyzer is straight forward, making it the setup of choice in this work. The main
disadvantage is again that it measures frequency noise only indirectly via phase
noise.
6.3.2 Conversion of Phase to Frequency Noise
As seen in Sec. 3.2, the phase response of a resonator arises due to the measurement
process and is linked to the physical quantities. In our case, the quantity of interest
is the resonance frequency. Interaction with the environment leads to fluctuations
∆ϕ, which are then visible in the phase of the S matrix element. We can employ
Eq. (3.16) for the phase response of a notch-type resonator at frequencies ω0 + ∆ω
and probe frequency ω0. Neglecting the fluctuations in the denominator of the
arctan argument, since ∆ω  ω0, we find the equation is equivalent to fixed
resonator frequency and detuned probe frequency. Hence, we have a direct relation
between phase ∆ϕ and frequency fluctuation. Moreover Eq. (3.16) can be linearized
for small frequency fluctuations around the resonance frequency to




As a side note, assuming critical coupling with Qi = 2QL this equation simplifies
to the Barkhausen relation ∆ϕ = 2QL∆ω [Rub09] in the literature. However, since
critical coupling is often not the case in real measurements, we employ Eq. (6.8)
and determine the prefactor by a linear fit of arg S21. The relation above is only
valid if the sampling frequency is below the so-called Leeson frequency ωL =
ω0/(2QL), which equals the linewidth (HWHM) of the resonator. Otherwise one
does not measure frequency fluctuations but "instantaneous phase" fluctuations.
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Figure 6.5: Implementation of the noise spectroscopy setup with the sample inside a cryostat. The
microwave signal emitted by the vector network analyzer (VNA) is attenuated at the several stages
of a cryostat before it reaches the magnetic material (a YIG-sphere mounted inside a solenoid coil)
at the base stage. The transmitted signal is amplified by a high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)
at the 4 K stage and again at room temperature before it is recorded by the VNA. The external bias
field is controlled by a current source. From 70 K downwards, superconducting dc-cables are used
going over into the solenoid coil, which is fixated at the still stage.
For more information, see Refs. [Bur13; RB10]. The above condition is fulfilled for
all measurements in this work, by sampling frequencies fs < 1 kHz.
6.3.3 Cryogenic Setup
So far, all the experiments in this work have been performed at room temperature.
Now however, we want to find information about magnon coherence at tempera-
tures below 1 K. Hence, we need to reach such low temperatures. In our case a "dry"
dilution refrigerator makes this possible. The working principle of such a dilution
refrigerator is explained, based on Ref. [EH05], in the following paragraphs.
The central part of such a dilution refrigerator is a closed circulation of a 3He/4He
mixture. This mixture exhibits a special feature below 870 mK: a spatial phase
separation of a 3He-rich phase and a diluted phase with only a small amount of
3He within the 4He. (Below 200 mK the 3He-rich phase is almost pure). A cooling
process can now happen because crossing the phase boundary from the pure phase
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into the diluted phase costs energy, which will be drawn from the environment.
The standard technical realization of this phase transition is as follows: The two
phases of the mixture are separated in the mixing chamber, which is installed on
the base plate and will hence have the coldest temperature. The mixing chamber is
connected to the still, fixated on the still plate, in a way that 3He from the diluted
phase will flow from the mixing chamber into the still, because of an osmotic
pressure produced by pumping at the still via a room temperature pump. This
pumping process exclusively evaporates 3He creating a concentration gradient.
Since 3He is now missing in the dilute phase, it has to cross the boundary from
the pure phase. Of course the previously pumped 3He has to be reintroduced into
the mixing chamber from room temperature, where it is also cleaned in a nitrogen
cold trap. On the way back the 3He is condensed and further cooled by exchanging
heat with the 3He coming from the mixing chamber.
An every-day’s life analogy illustrates this principle. Imagine, having water droplets
on your skin after a shower or bath and standing in a room with open windows.
The wind, playing the roll of the pumping process, will inevitably lead to the
evaporation of the water on your skin by hitting the topmost molecules of the
droplets. Similar to the explanation above, crossing the phase boundary between
liquid and gaseous is energy-costly, the energy is drawn from your body, and you
will feel cold.
A well functioning cryostat requires a vacuum of P < 1× 10−5 mbar to reduce
unwanted heat exchange. Moreover the cold temperature is reached over several
stages, which are all thermally isolated. A pulse tube cooler in combination with a
Joule-Thompson valve provides the pre-cooling down to 1 K for dry cryostats.
The magnetic field biasing the FMR is generated by a superconducting solenoid
coil, which is fixed at the still plate, giving the advantage of a reduced heat entry
at the base plate due to ac-losses in the superconductor. The sample, of course, is
mounted on the base plate.
The noise spectroscopy setup also has to be adjusted for cold temperatures. An
implementation is depicted in Fig. 6.5. The microwave tone coming from room
temperature is attenuated to reduce thermal photon noise and also to minimize the
heat impact on the base stage. This attenuation takes place at three cryostat stages
with attenuations of 10, 10 and 20 dB. As the signal has to be strongly attenuated,
we also need to amplify it again before recording. We employ a low noise high
electron mobility transistor (HEMT) for this purpose. An additional attenuator is
installed before the HEMT to prevent compression of the amplifier. The sample
is further shielded from other noise sources by band pass filters and circulator
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reducing the impact of HEMT noise radiated backwards. The signal is additionally
amplified with a pair of room temperature amplifiers before it enters the VNA.
6.3.4 Parasitic Noise Sources
Interpreting noise spectra can be difficult, especially since noise arising in the
measurement setup can cover that of the sample. For a proper analysis, a correct
assignment of the measured noise spectra to the respective devices in the setup
is crucial. In our case three different noise sources have to be considered: sample
noise, HEMT noise and current noise. I will revise the behavior of amplifier phase
noise, as explained in Ref. [BR12] before presenting the measurement procedure
for current noise, which directly translates to FMR frequency noise.
Microwave Amplifier Noise
Friis formula [Poz12] gives an expression for the equivalent noise temperature
Te of an amplifier chain, i.e., the temperature that would produce the amount of
Johnson Nyquist noise







with single noise temperatures Ti and gains Gi. It follows that the first amplifier
stage determines the total noise temperature, under the condition of sufficient gain.
Hence, we can confine our discussion to the HEMT amplifier in our setup. Mi-
crowave amplifier noise has a power dependence that requires a careful comparison
of measurements with different input power to the HEMT. For instance, on- and
off-resonant measurements of a microwave resonator with individual transmission
amplitudes may show different noise levels but may both arise due to HEMT noise.
Two distinct mechanisms are responsible for amplifier noise. One mechanism leads
to white noise, which scales inversely with input power P0, whereas the other, seen









Without any input, an amplifier produces white noise, as proven by Nyquist
[Nyq28], and follows a PSD of S ∝ kBTe. The equivalent noise temperature is device
and ambient temperature specific. The amplifier adds a certain but constant amount
of noise to the actual input signal. A conversion to phase noise then gives the
inverse scaling with power. An intuitive explanation can be gained by considering
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the complex plane. The greater the input power, the further away is the signal from
the origin and the effect of small fluctuations is reduced. We can use the arcsin
function to obtain the angle in the complex plane. Linearizing it yields the inverse
proportional dependence on input power.
Flicker noise, however, arises due to near-dc 1/ f processes, which are upconverted
to ω0 with the input signal. This noise process scales linearly with input power. A
conversion to phase noise however then exactly compensates this scaling and the
1/ f part in the phase noise PSD is independent of input power [Bou+98]. Hence,
by considering these power-dependencies, we can evaluate the HEMT phase noise
PSD. An off-resonant noise measurement (ω0 6= ωr) with different VNA output
powers will reveal a constant 1/ f part, which gives a lower limit for the observable
sample noise.
Current Noise
The resonance frequency of the Kittel mode is controlled by the external bias field,
ωr = γB, which in turn is set by the bias current. This relation however means that
current fluctuations are directly proportional to frequency fluctuations, ∆ f ∝ ∆I.
To exclude current fluctuations as a trivial explanations for the measurement, the
current noise PSD as produced by the source is measured independently.
We obtain the PSD by using an FFT spectrum analyzer and measuring the volt-
age drop over an resistor inserted in series to the solenoid. An RC high-pass
with a cutoff frequency of fc = 0.032 Hz removes the DC part of the signal and
thereby increases the sensitivity to small fluctuations, as otherwise the dynamic
range would limit the measurement. We find a 1/ f current noise with amplitude
of S∆I(1 Hz) = 6× 10−13 A2/Hz, which translates to a frequency noise PSD of
S∆ f (1 Hz) = 1× 106 Hz2/Hz. As we will see in Sec. 6.4, this value is lower than
the measured phase noise of the sample and we can conclude that current noise
does not profoundly affect our measurements.
6.4 Frequency Noise and Linewidth
6.4.1 Linewidth of a YIG-Sphere at mK-Temperatures
Noise spectroscopy, in our case, is best performed on a single resonator. In a coupled
system, such as the CMP, frequency noise of either resonator would directly affect its
coupled counterpart, compare Eq. (2.14). This would make it difficult to disentangle
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Bdc
Hac
Figure 6.6: S21 response and circle fit of the ferromagnetic resonance. a Sketch of the sample
geometry. b The scattering data in the complex plan draws a resonance circle. c Amplitude of the
scattering data shows the characteristic resonance dip with a small amplitude as a telltale sign of
an under-coupled resonance. d Phase response follows the characteristic arctan behavior. The onset
of a higher FMR mode is visible 5 MHz apart from the Kittel mode and may weakly interact. Blue
lines describes the background-corrected measurement data at temperature T = 50 mK and drive
power P = −90 dBm. Solid orange lines represent the circle fit, yielding the internal linewidth for
further evaluation.
the influence of the cavity on the magnon and vice versa. But before performing
the noise spectroscopy, we want to examine the linewidth dependence on power
and temperature to see the possible influence of TLS. Recall from Sec. 2.5 that
previous measurements indicating TLS in magnons have either been performed
where the magnetic system was coupled to a (copper) cavity or on a YIG thin film;
however not yet on a sphere.
Sample
For the following experiments, we choose a YIG sphere with diameter d = 0.2 mm
positioned over a microstrip transmission line. The FMR can then be described by
a notch-type configuration (see Sec. 3.2). A schematic of the sample as well the
measured S21 values are depicted in Fig. 6.6. From this response, we can conclude
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Figure 6.7: Linewidth reduction depending on power and temperature in the mk-region. Internal
linewidth (HWHM) of the measured data as extracted by the circle fit is shown in Panel a, and
contrasted to theory in b. Here, the data are generated with the standard TLS formula Eq. (2.24),
where a temperature dependence of the critical power is neglected. The parameters are chosen
manually with k0 = 0.5 MHz, koff = 2.6 MHz and Pc = −70 dBm. A difference in the two plots is
visible in the intermediate region suggesting a scaling of Pc with temperature. At high temperatures
in the measured data, another loss mechanism independent of TLS may start to become visible.
that the sample is strongly under-coupled (Qi = 995 to 1200, Qc ≈ 9125), which
flattens the slope in the phase response and hence leads to lower phase noise
(assuming equal frequency noise, see Sec. 6.3.2) but also reduces the HEMT white
noise, since more photons reach the amplifier, see Sec. 6.3.4).
Linewidth Measurement
We measure the FMR linewidth for excitation powers of −96 dBm to −52 dBm,
where the cable attenuation inside and out of the cryostat is estimated to be 20 dB.
The temperature is swept over a range from 50 mK to 800 mK. The FMR microwave
scattering data, S21, are corrected by the complex baseline data with a detuned FMR
mode. Subsequently, the corrected data are circle-fitted [Pro+15] and the internal
Q-factor and resonance frequency are extracted which yields the internal linewidth
(HWHM). Figure 6.7a shows a 2D color plot of the linewidth depending on power
and temperature. For our sphere, a decrease of the linewidth with increasing power
and temperature is observed. However, this decrease is smaller than in previous
works, only on the order of 0.5 MHz as compared to our previous work [Pfi+19]
with a change of 1 MHz. Here, we refrain from a more quantitative analysis, which
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can be found in Refs. [Pfi+19; Kos+19]. Moreover, the results from fits to the TLS
formula, Eq. (2.24), strongly depend on the fitting procedure and respective model,
(see Appendix C.1 for a more detailed discussion on the problem.) Instead, we
simply contrast the measured data to numerical values following the linewidth
contribution according to Eq. (2.24), with manually chosen parameters (Fig. 6.7b).
A difference from this model is visible in the behavior for intermediate powers and
temperatures. For the numerically generated data, a constant Pc with temperature
is assumed. However, the critical power depends on the TLS coherence, giving
a possible temperature dependence. Indeed, Schickfuss et al. [VH77] observed
such a temperature dependent Pc in glasses. A similar behavior was found for the
linwewidth in magnons [Kos+19] and may also explain the described discrepancy
of our data.
At temperatures around 700 mK temperature peak processes due to impurities
[Sei64; CTT65] may already begin, covering up the small power dependence ob-
served at lower temperatures. Furthermore, the power independent linewidth
contribution, 2.5 MHz is high compared to previous works. This may be due to a
badly polished sphere [SLK61; Nem64] or eddy currents induced in the transmis-
sion line [MK15; Kos16] (see Sec. 2.5). This high constant linewidth may already
indicate a minor role of TLS in our sample.
In summary, we observed a power and temperature dependent linewidth decrease.
Although this decrease is smaller than previously reported, it may be ascribed to
a TLS model with a temperature dependent Pc. A quantitative statement as well
as a final answer about the loss mechanisms, however, is difficult to draw from
the data. In the next section, we will apply noise spectroscopy, in order to have a
complementary tool to the simple linewidth evaluation.
6.4.2 Frequency Noise: Power and Temperature Dependence
Employing the constant wave mode of a VNA with drive frequency equal to the
resonance frequency, we measure the phase response over time, as explained in
Sec. 6.3.1. The phase fluctuations are converted to frequency fluctuations (sec. 6.3.2)
and subsequently the frequency noise PSD is calculated with Welch’s algorithm
[Wel67]. This procedure is repeated for drive powers of −100 dBm to −60 dBm
and in a temperature range of 50 mK to 800 mK, as well as for two different FMR
frequencies, around 4 GHz and 6 GHz. In Fig. 6.8 three PSDs measured at ωr/2π =
6 GHz are shown exemplary. The PSDs are also compared to the phase noise
produced by the HEMT, (scaled with the same factor of the conversion to frequency
noise), and the equivalent frequency noise produced by fluctuations in the current
source. We can make the following observations:
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50.0 mK, -60 dBm
50.0 mK, -80 dBm
800.0 mK, -60 dBm
HEMT noise, -60 dBm
Current noise
Figure 6.8: Frequency noise power spectral density (PSD) for different input powers and tem-
peratures. The colored lines exemplarily depict three FMR frequency noise PSDs calculated from
time traces recorded at ωr/2π = 6.11 GHz of phase fluctuations according to Welch’s method. No
dependence of power and temperature is visible. Grey and black lines show HEMT phase noise and
current noise converted into their frequency noise equivalent, respectively. At frequencies above
2 Hz an increase in the white noise baseline of the HEMT is visible for the orange curve.
• The frequency noise PSD measured on magnon resonance is higher than either
HEMT noise and current noise. This suggests that the observed frequency
fluctuations indeed arise in the sample.1
• The magnon noise PSD does not follow a simple 1/ f form, but rather a
Lorentzian for frequencies below 1 Hz. For higher frequencies, a steep de-
crease is visible before reaching the HEMT noise baseline.
• No power- and temperature dependence of the noise PSD can be found. The
low-frequency noise part below 1 Hz is identical for both observed resonance
frequencies but differs from there on. See Appendix C.3 for more data.
We recall that for superconducting resonators the impact of a TLS produces a
1/ f decay in the noise PSD, the noise amplitude at 1 Hz scales with a square root
power dependence, and temperature also influences the data, depending on the
interaction between the TLS [Bur+14; MCL19]. Since the measured magnon noise
1 The curious reader who wonders about fluctuations in the earth magnetic field can find a rough
comparison in Appendix C.2.
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Figure 6.9: Autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation (PACF) of magnon frequency fluc-
tuations. The ACF a calculated from the time trace of frequency fluctuations reveals an exponential-
like decay with small deviations from the pure form visible in the logarithmic ACF b. The PACF of
the frequency fluctuations is shown in c. A partial correlation exists only up to lag 3 suggesting
the fluctuations can be described by an AR(3) model. Before calculating the ACF and PACF a
post-averaging was performed to filter out unwanted oscillation and HEMT white noise, resulting
in an artificial sampling rate of fs = 8 Hz.
PSD does not exhibit any of these features, we can conclude that, despite seeing a
linewidth reduction, the main noise mechanism for magnons at mK-temperature
is not caused by TLS. However, it is impossible to infer that there are no TLS
participating. The TLS part of the PSD could simply be too small to show in the
data. For instance, the frequency noise in superconducting resonators is found to
be around S(1 Hz) = 1× 104 Hz2/Hz to 1× 105 Hz2/Hz [Bur+14], which is well
below the observed noise power in the FMR case.
Moreover, the functional form of the PSD taken at ωr/2π ≈ 6.11 GHz with its steep
decrease at 1 Hz is puzzling and requires us to employ time series analysis for
more details.
6.4.3 Frequency Noise: Time Series Analysis
In this section, we will investigate the measured frequency noise by analyzing the
time trace data. Our objective is to find a model describing the measured noise data
leading to a closed form for the PSD. We choose the data recorded with −60 dBm
at 50 mK, which has the lowest HEMT baseline. However, compared to the data
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Table 6.1: Estimated values of the AR(3) process describing the frequency noise time trace, after
post-averaging leading to a sampling rate of fs = 8 Hz.
σ (kHz) a1 a2 a3
Yule-Walker 5.284 1.764 -1.079 0.309
Burg 5.275 1.766 -1.083 0.311
presented in the previous section, we first perform a post averaging of the time
trace, giving an artificial sampling rate of fs = 8 Hz, to filter out HEMT noise and
periodic oscillations.
Parameter Estimation
Taking the new averaged time trace, we calculate the ACF (Fig. 6.9a), which shows
an exponential-like decay. Such a decay, could be expected due to the Lorentzian
form at low frequencies in the PSD. Recall that the PSD is the Fourier transform of
the ACF. However, we also saw a steeper decay above 1 Hz indicating deviations
from a single exponential. And indeed a log plot of the ACF (Fig. 6.9b) shows small
oscillations added to the straight line.
From the discussion in Sec. 6.2.3, we also know that an exponential decay in the
ACF is untypical for an MA process but points towards an AR process. The PACF
(Fig. 6.9c) shows values distinctly different from zero at three time lags, apart
from zero. Hence, the measured and averaged noise time trace is estimated by an
AR(3) Process. We note that the estimated order depends on the chosen (artificial)
sampling rate, see Appendix C.4 for a more detailed discussion.
In the next step, we use the Yule-Walker equations to estimate the parameters of
the AR(3) process and compare them with the Burg algorithm (Sec. 6.2.2). The
estimated values are stated in Tab. 6.1 and yield an exponential-like decay of a
one-time shock, indicating some form of friction in the system. With the estimated
AR parameters, we can also generate a new time trace and compare the features
of the generated one with the actual one. A simple visual analysis shows that
both exhibit small fluctuations, occurring with the same high frequency, and the
occasional big jumps, see Fig. 6.10b.
PSD Calculation
From the generated time trace data we can also calculate the PSD employing
Welch’s algorithm again and find a striking agreement with the measured data,
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see Fig. 6.10b. Moreover, employing the closed form for the spectral density of an
AR(p) process, Eq. (6.5) and rewriting it for third order, we find
S( f ) =
2σ2δt
1 + α123 + 2α1 cos (2πδt f ) + 2α2 cos (4πδt f ) − 2α3 cos (6πδt f )
, (6.11)
with δt = 1/ fs as sampling time. The prefactors αi are sums of the estimated AR




3, α1 = −a1 + a1a2 + a2a3, α2 = −a2 + a1a3, α3 =
a3.
Comparing the closed form of the PSD with the measured and generated data,
we find an excellent agreement. Hence, we can conclude that the measured, and
post-averaged, magnon frequency noise can be well modeled by an AR-Process
with some form of mean-reverting process and without any oscillations of one-time
shocks.
6.5 Discussion
In conclusion, we first investigated the Kittel-mode linewidth of a YIG sphere at
mK temperature before performing a frequency noise spectroscopy. The linewidth
data show a decrease with increasing power and temperature, pointing towards
loss due to TLS. However, it is difficult to draw an accurate conclusion, since it
strongly depends on the chosen fitting procedure.
The power spectral densities obtained by noise spectroscopy do not show a 1/ f
decay, no power- and no temperature dependence in the observed range, which
rules out TLS as the main source of frequency fluctuation. Still, some influence due
to TLS may be there but may be overlaid by another process.
The functional form of the PSD cannot be described by a simple power law, which
led us to employ a time series analysis. We found that an AR(3) process best models
the post averaged data with a sampling frequency of 8 Hz. The higher order AR
process indicates a mean-reverting mechanism, which is more complicated then a
pure damped Brownian motion (Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process). An explanation may
be several interleaved noise processes that occur on different time scales [MS98].
Below 0.1 Hz, the data can be described by an AR(1) process (Appendix C.4),
corresponding to the observed Lorentzian in the PSD and rendering higher order
parameters unimportant in this particular frequency range.
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AR(3) process (closed form)
Figure 6.10: Comparison of AR(3) process with measured FMR fluctuations. a Generated time
trace based on an AR(3) process exhibits similar feature as measured (and averaged) data regarding
peak to peak values and amplitude distribution of the fluctuations. b The qualitative similarity is
confirmed by identical power spectral densities calculated according to Welch’s algorithm and the
closed form of the spectral density for an AR(3) process.
We can compare the results to other magnetic noise investigations in the literature;
first of all, the amplitude noise of a magnon wave guide measured at room temper-
ature [Rum+19]. In this work, the PSD shows a Lorentzian as well, which however
arises due to random telegraphic noise instead of a damped Brownian motion. The
contrary results suggest different noise mechanisms for amplitude noise in wave
guides and frequency noise of magnetic sphere in notch type configuration. Noise
properties have also been examined for magnetic tunnel junction oscillators. There
as well, a Lorentzian PSD is found [Hou+09; Qui+10], but for the (instantaneous)
phase noise instead of frequency noise. For these systems, the Lorentzian is a
consequence of white noise added to the cosine argument in the oscillator function.
Furthermore and in contrast to magnetic flux noise in superconducting devices,
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which are most likely caused by surface spins and magnetic moments of trapped
electrons [KDC07; Sen+08; Kum+16; KFE16], magnon frequency noise does not
show a 1/ f decay and must hence arise from a distinctly different process.
Searching for the origin of magnon frequency noise, we can start by considering
the Kittel formula [Kit48] for non-spherical geometries. There, a dependence on
the saturation magnetization Ms via demagnetization factors Ni comes into play:
ωr = γ
√
(He + (Nx − Nz)Ms)
(
He + (Ny − Nz)Ms
)
. (6.12)
The different quantities in Eq. (6.12) imply possible suspects for frequency noise.
Fluctuations may occur in the magnetic field due to a fluctuating environment
in the crystal, which has been considered by existing theoretical works [KH70;
MS98; For+09]. However, the fluctuations have always been assumed as white
noise, which is in contrast to the results of this work.
Fluctuations may also take place in the saturation magnetization, i.e., the number of
aligned spin changes randomly. This could be again due to a fluctuating magnetic
crystal field. Considering Eq. (6.12), we see that magnetization noise propagates via
the demagnetization factors into the resonance frequency. Although for a sphere,
the demagnetization factors cancel each other out, the saturation magnetization
still affects the resonance frequency via YIG’s magnetic anisotropy [Lee+16]. This
hypothesis of magnetization fluctuations could be tested by performing a noise
spectroscopy on a thin-film magnonic material, instead of a sphere, and for different
orientations towards the external field.
Moreover, through spin noise spectroscopy [Zap13; SP16] a spatial spread of the
g-factor, which is included in γ in Eq. (6.12), was found in semiconductor de-
vices [Ber+13]. Such a spread is linked to the inhomogeneous spin dephasing
rate. Although this link arises from a local shifting of the band structure due to
the dopands in semiconductors, one should not directly exclude a comparable
mechanism for spin waves in insulating materials, such as YIG.
Still more research is necessary to identify the origin of TLS and their coupling to
the uniform mode, as well as to develop a microscopic theory of magnon noise
mechanism. Yet, the presented data and the chosen evaluation method may help to
reach this goal.
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Within the framework of this work, we set out to obtain a control over different
CMP properties, and successfully demonstrated a spectroscopic manipulation of
the coupling strength as well as a dynamic change of the CMP mode composition
in the time domain. Additionally, magnon frequency noise at mK temperatures
was observed as an initial effort in the quest of controlling the loss rate.
By experimentally implementing [Bov+20] a two-tone scheme as proposed in
Ref. [GSX18], we showed how the coupling strength can be controlled depending
on two parameters, i.e., the phase difference between and amplitude ratio of
magnon and cavity signal. Choosing in-phase drive tones increases the repulsive
coupling strength by an amount determined via the amplitude ratio, whereas
anti-phase tones, decrease the coupling strength. By choosing an amplitude ratio
for anti-phase tones beyond unity, one can prepare the CMP in the level attraction
regime, where the two eigenmodes coalesce. This regime has been more extensively
studied in optical systems [MA19; Ber+18] but has now also found its way into CMP
research [WH20]. Our work contributed to this new field of dissipative coupling in
the CMP by introducing an in-situ tunability option. No mechanical change of the
sample is required. Moreover, this tuning scheme sets itself apart by a continuous
parameter space of the phase difference allowing for a coexistence of level attraction
and repulsion.
In the future, this two-tone control scheme may help push the CMP into the
deep strong coupling regime, which would inherently not be possible for the
CMP. Additionally, level attraction has theoretically been linked to entanglement
[Yua+20], opening new ways for CMP based quantum computing. The presented
work could be continued by investigating level attraction in the single magnon
regime and from the time-domain perspective, which could verify the theoretical
predictions of Ref. [Yua+20].
Adapted from superconducting qubit experiments, we presented a time-domain
setup to phase-coherently manipulate both CMP subsystems in the ns-range while
recording the reflected energy from the cavity [Wol+20]. We used the same control
parameters as in our spectroscopic experiment, but employed short coherent pulses.
With such pulses, we were able to prepare the CMP, biased to its crossing point, in
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any superposition of its eigenmodes. We also extended this control to the dynamic
case, altering the CMP modes within a single decay as well as extracting the total
energy from the system. The experimental results were validated by an analytically
derived expression for the mode composition with respect to the control parameters
and numerical simulations. Together, these results underpinned the CMP coupling
models [Bai+15] from the time domain perspective.
The described control technique, yet performed at room temperature, may pave
the way for a future encoding on qubit states in magnons. A shared anharmonicity
from a coupling to a superconducting qubit, similar to experiments with supercon-
ducting resonators [Hof+08] would allow for such an encoding. This would require
more advanced pulse schemes than presented here but could be easily achieved
with our setup. Although the coherence times of magnons are short compared
to superconducting resonators, additional options are given by a magnon gradi-
ent memory [Zha+15], for instance, and more importantly by the possibilities of
magnon radiofrequency-to-light converters [His+16; Zha+16; Osa+16; Hai+16]. It
will still be a long way to reach a suitable conversion efficiency. But from there
on, a functioning quantum internet [Kim08] based on information transfer via the
CMP and light signals would be possible.
Contributing to the goal of improving magnon coherence, we performed linewidth
measurements and an FMR noise spectroscopy at mK temperatures. The linewidth
data revealed a power and temperature dependence, which has been previously
reported and attributed to TLS. In contrast, the noise spectroscopy data is power-
as well as temperature independent and can therefore not be attributed to TLS.
Moreover, the PSD has a function form close to a Lorentzian but with a steep
decrease at 1 Hz. A subsequent time series analysis uncovered that the noise data
can be best described by an AR(3) process (under a sampling rate of 8 Hz). The
higher order parameters suggest a more complicated process than a simple damped
Brownian motion. Most likely several noise processes with different time scales
play a role. A microscopic theory explaining these noise processes is yet to be
developed. The presented and applied time series analysis, however, may also be
useful for noise evaluation in other fields, e.g., spin noise spectroscopy, spin current
noise and spin torque oscillator noise, yielding information about the involved
timescales of the systems’ noise.
Future tasks for a more detailed understanding of possible FMR noise mechanisms
may be investigating the effects of sample size and surface polishing, which would
point towards the location of noise sources. Additionally, different materials can be
observed, predominantly LiFe. Spheres fabricated from this material have a non-
monotonous dispersion showing an extremum [Gor+18] and hence an insensitivity
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to field fluctuations. Data taken at such an insensitivity point would help in
confining the fluctuating physical quantities.
For even more sophisticated noise spectroscopy experiments, a qubit could be
employed. Superconducting qubits have proven themselves as working sensors for
electromagnetic fields [Sch+18; Kri+20], magnon numbers [Lac+17], environmental
flux noise [Byl+11; Yan+13] and TLS noise [Lis+16; Lis+19]. Similar to experiments
probing fluctuations of a driven superconducting resonator coupled to the qubit
[Yan+18], frequency as well as occupation number fluctuations of an indirectly
coupled magnon [Tab+15] would shift the qubit frequency. These shifts could be
read out by spin locking sequences [Ith+05; Yan+13], for examples. The results
could be cross-checked by an inductive qubit magnon coupling, utilizing a planar
approach of the hybrid system [Sch20] and an in-plane magnetic field configuration
[Sch+19]. The magnetic field produced by the ferromagnetic material affects the
magnetic flux in the SQUID loop of the tunable qubit and hence also leads to
frequency fluctuations, which could be again measured with the spin locking
technique.
As a final conclusion, with the demonstration of controlling the coupling strength
and different CMP modes, we hope to have opened new paths to advance computa-
tional CMP research. The performed noise spectroscopy is one more experimental
step towards improving magnon coherence, with which hybrid magnonics could
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A Coupling Strength Control
A.1 Phase Response of the Two Tone CMP by Input-Output
Formalism
In Ch. 4 in the main text, we focused on the amplitude signal |S11| of the two-tone
driven CMP and saw how the eigenmodes translates to features in the dispersion
spectra. Here, we consider the phase response arg S11 for the same parameters
and again calculated via input-output formalism, Eq. (4.8). The calculated data
is displayed in Fig. A.1. Panel a depicts the standard single tone CMP response
for comparison. Figure A.1b and c show the data for an increased level repulsion
and for level merging. The phase dispersion spectra qualitatively look as expected.
However, we can already notice, that the maximum phase values (see color bars)
changes depending on applied phase difference and amplitude ratio, which is
a simple consequence of the coupling strength now having an imaginary part.
This however complicates the interpretation. Going further into the regime of level
attraction / coexistence (Fig. A.1d and e), we can observe phase jumps of 2π. Recall,
for a single cavity this should only be possible for the strongly overcoupled cavity,
which is not the case here (κc/2π = 1 MHz and κL/2π = 4 MHz). These strong
phase jumps however only occur at specific magnon frequencies (field values) and
never at the crossing points. Here, a problem arises with the calculated data: We
can compare line traces at the crossing points (Fig. A.1f) to the experimental data
presented in Ref. [Har+18; Bov+20] 1 In these experiments a phase jump of 2π was
observed, as opposed to the numerical values with a small phase jump of only
π/5. Hence, the input-output formalism fails to capture the correct phase behavior
and may need further extensions to fit the experiment. Nevertheless it still provides
some practicality for amplitude data in the level attraction regime.
1 In Ref. [Har+18] a transmission cavity was employed, which changes the numerator of Eq. (4.8) but





















































































Figure A.1: Phase response of the two-tone CMP calculated according to Eq. (4.8). Chosen param-
eters are the same as in the main text. a One tone response, b, increased level repulsion, c level
merging, d level attraction, e coexistence of attraction and repulsion, e line cuts at the crossing
points of data from panels b,d,e.
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B Coherent Time Control
B.1 Cable Delay
Figure B.1 shows the recorded time trace for a cable delay extraction scheme.
The two pulses are emitted with a delay of 100 ns to each resonating system, but
recorded with 107 ns as determined via Gaussian fits. Due to the filter function of
the two resonating systems both pulses are slightly distorted.
B.2 Field Geometry and Cavity Configuration
Figure B.2 shows the field geometry of the employed CMP sample for the time
domain experiments presented in Ch. 5. The magnon system is excited by the rf
field generated around a micro strip line, which is glued to the copper re-entrant
cavity. The stripline is made from a copper cladded Rogers TMM10i substrate with
a thickness of 0.64 mm. It is 50 Ω matched and open ended. This field configuration
minimizes unwanted crosstalk due to the perpendicular arrangement of the magnon
and cavity field while only affecting the cavity minimally [Wol+20].



















Figure B.1: Reflected and transmitted pulses for cable delay extraction. With a delay of 100 ns
Gaussian pulses are emitted to magnon system and cavity, respectively. The recorded peaks are






Figure B.2: Field geometry inside the re-entrant cavity. External (DC) bias field Hext, cavity rf field
hcav and magnon rf field hstrp stand all perpendicular to each other, minimizing unwanted crosstalk.
The magnon field is generated by a strip line beneath the YIG sphere. [Wol+20]
B.3 Simulation of One- and Two-Pulse Experiments
In this section, we verify the measured data presented and discussed in Sec. 5.4.1
by numerical simulations as described in Sec. 5.2.4. In the experiment with a single
pulse to the cavity (Figs. B.3a,b), classical magnon Rabi oscillations are visible, i.e.,
the beat mode is excited. Simulated data shows the same color-coded Rabi-Chevron
pattern apart from the higher order mode, which is neglected in the simulation. The
two-pulse experiment (Figs. B.3a,b), i.e., simultaneous pulses to cavity and magnon
system, in which the normal mode is excited also agrees well with the simulated
data by showing diminishing oscillations towards the crossing point. Figures. B.3e,f
display line traces at the crossing points (dashed lines) of the previous panels.
The simulated data only exhibit a slightly straighter exponential decay than the
measured due to the perfect amplitude matching as well as deeper oscillations
due to zero crosstalk. In summary, for both experiments, an excellent agreement
between measurement and simulation is found, which underpins the accuracy of

















































































Figure B.3: Comparison of measured and simulated one and two pulse experiments. First row
(a,b) shows classical magnon Rabi oscillation of the one pulse experiment, exciting the beat mode.
Second row (c,d) depicts the data of a two pulse experiment with the normal mode excited at the
crossing point. Third row (e,f) emphasizes the different responses by line cuts (dashed lines) at the
crossing point. Figure adapted from [Wol+20].
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C FMR Linewidth and Frequency Noise
C.1 Fits to Different TLS Models
Fitting linewidth data to the TLS-STM model, Eq. (2.24), requires several post
processing steps and the choice of the respective procedure for each step can
introduce errors, which are propagated and subsequently influence the final result.
When drawing conclusions from the data, one should keep in mind that the chosen
process can lead to a bias. In the following the three steps affecting these results
are discussed.
First, the raw scattering data is often background corrected to ease the subsequent
fitting procedure. A simple way is to simply divide the traces with an FMR
resonance by an off-resonant measurement, or for CMP data by a mean trace,
where the resonance data are excluded in the averaging process, see for instance
[Pfi19]. However, what is not considered is that cable resonances can hybridize (to
some extent) with the actual FMR resonance. A simple division does not account
for such a hybridization. Hence, linewidth changes can be altered due to cable
resonance and background correction.
Second, the decay rates have to be extracted from the (background corrected)
data. For a simple FMR measurement the process is straight forward by using a
circle-fit routine [Pro+15]. For a CMP measurement yielding a dispersion spectra,
however, the choice is not that easy. One has to employ an equation for the coupled
system, such as Eq. (3.37). But now one has to face the following choices, each
coming with its own drawbacks. a) Fitting only the data at the crossing point.
Here however most of the data are simply thrown away, and an additional circle
fit to off-resonant data is required to determine the cavity parameters, which
assumes that the coupling constant is not affected by the FMR mode. b) Fitting
trace after trace for all magnetic field values. This procedure uses of course all the
data but may have higher uncertainties of the parameter in the off-resonant region
due to the small amplitude signal. c) Fitting the whole dispersion spectra in one
calculation. This way may superficially yield the best results simply due to the
biggest ratio of data to free parameters. However the implicit assumption is that
the magnon decay rate stays constant over the magnetic field sweep. Recalling, that
the excitation power of the magnon system changes with magnetic field and that
the TLS linewidth contribution is power dependent, we can see that this option
also produces an error. Compare Ref.[Pfi+19] for off-resonant decay rates.
Third, when fitting the decay rates to Eq. (2.24) the standard way has been to fit
the data trace by trace, i.e., for fixed power but different temperatures and vice
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Figure C.1: Comparison of fits with and without a temperature dependence of Pc. a Measured
and extracted internal Linewidth of FMR, b Least square fit of all data points with Pc = const,
c similar fit but with Pc ∝ Tn and n as a phenomenological parameter. d and e show linecuts at
different temperatures and powers. Circles represent measurement data, solid and dashed lines fit
to constant (b) and changing (c) critical power, respectively.
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versa. This proceeding however is subject to a form of "overfitting". Since for each
trace the parameters κ0,TLS and κoffs can be chosen independently, deviations from
Eq. (2.24) can be absorbed into these two parameters and therefore biasing the
whole evaluation towards a better fit. The other choice would again be to fit all
data in one calculation. Here, however one has to consider the change of Pc with
temperature, introducing a new free parameter. Moreover κoffs can indeed change
with temperature due to the beginning of temperature peak processes. This option
then biases the evaluation rather away from the TLS model. Figure C.1 shows
a comparison of the different fitting choices. Panel a depicts the measured and
fitted linewidth (compare Sec. 6.4.1) and contrasts the data to fits to Eq. (2.24)
with constant Pc (b) and Pc ∝ Tn with n as a phenomenological parameter between
2 and 4 (c). Both fits show qualitatively a behavior close to the measured data.
However in the intermediate temperature region for high power, one can observe a
discrepancy. The discrepancy becomes even more visible in the linecuts of the data
for constant power and temperature (panels d and e). While certain traces fit well,
others do show strong deviations. These deviations are bigger than in previously
reported data due to the fixed κ0,TLS and κoffs.
In summary, an accurate quantitative analysis of the TLS parameter for FMR/CMP
linewidth data is difficult and hence a bullet-proof conclusion cannot be drawn
easily.
C.2 Comparison to Fluctuations of the Earth Magnetic field
Figure C.2 shows a histogram of the measured frequency fluctuations converted to
field fluctuations via the Kittel formula. The data fits well to a Gaussian function
with a standard deviation of σ ≈ 3 µT. According to Ref. [Ste06] the earth magnetic
field fluctuates in the range of 25 nT within one day, which is a factor 100 smaller
than the standard deviation we observed within one hour.
C.3 Power Spectral Density Data
In the main text, three FMR frequency noise PSDs were presented for different
power and temperature. In this section, we show more data to underpin the
statement of independent frequency noise spectra with respect to power and
temperature and also to illustrate the small difference between the spectra for the
two examined resonance frequencies. Figure C.3a shows PSD data for a resonance
frequency of ωr/2π = 4.32 GHz at fixed temperature. No power dependence
is visible, apart from the increasing HEMT noise for lower input powers. The
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Figure C.2: Histogram of FMR frequency fluctuations converted to field fluctuations via the Kittel
formula. Data has been subtracted by its mean value and subsequently fitted to a Gaussian function




, with a as scaling parameter and σ as standard deviation.
same behavior can be seen in Fig. C.3b for data taken at ωr/2π = 6.11 GHz. The
temperature independence is illustrated Fig. C.3c.
Comparing the PSDs at ωr/2π ≈ 4 GHz and 6 GHz, one can notice a difference
in the steep decrease at 1 Hz. This variation may be due to a not fully saturated
magnetization2 in the sample. A complete saturation may result in a different
internal magnetic environment and therefore in different noise interactions. A
conclusive answer, however, is difficult to draw, especially due to the additional
HEMT noise in that region.
C.4 PACF Dependence on Sampling Bandwidth
In section 6.4.3, we evaluated the PACF for a sampling rate of 8 Hz as a product
of post-averaging to remove periodic fluctuations and the 1/ f HEMT noise. The
choice of sampling rate however influences the PACF. Figure C.4a shows the PACF
dependence on the sampling rate for the first four lags. Values above 2 Hz are
strongly influenced by periodic signals, which are not completely averaged; visible
as peaks between 4 Hz and 20 Hz int the FMR PSD. Below 1 Hz predominantly lags
n = 1, 2 are significant going over to a pure Brownian motion process with friction
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Figure C.3: FMR frequency noise power spectral densities (PSDs) for different power, temper-
ature and resonance frequencies. a Frequency noise PSDs at ωr/2π = 4.32 GHz for constant
temperature but different powers. Low frequency part is power independent. For decreasing power
HEMT noise covers FMR noise. b Noise PSDs at ωr/2π = 6.11 GHz for constant temperature show
now power dependence but a steeper decrease at 1 Hz than in a. c Noise PSDs are independent of
temperature between 50 mK and 800 mK.
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Figure C.4: Partial autocorrelation function (PACF) dependent on sampling bandwidth. Panel a
depicts the PACF for the first four lags dependent on the post processing sampling bandwidth. Grey
area denotes the 95 % confidence interval. Values in this region can be considered as statistically
insignificant. b PACF for lags up to n = 15 for the lowest sampling bandwidth. Only the value at
n = 1 is statistically significant suggesting Brownian motion with friction for high averaging times.
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